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Muslim women are misrepresented through frames and stereotypes that the media uses 

to further an established narrative. Through a Critical Discourse Analysis, the study 

analyzes three liberal-nonpartisan Italian newspapers and their approach towards two 

themes, which are the burkini debate that occurred in late August 2016 and the analysis 

of three different Muslim women within the Italian society. The study concludes that 

Muslim women are negatively framed through the usage of a discourse that stereotypes 

them and constructively misrepresents their reality.   
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Introduction  

Media and Women 

 

Citizens in societies all over the world depend on mass media to furnish to them information of 

every sort from advertising to news, with the help of the many mediums that media users can 

find available, such as television, newspapers, radio, and even more advanced forms of new 

media. However, when it comes down to media, especially the informing genre, media supports 

certain representations regarding both genders, especially women.  

 

According to Byerly and Ross (2008) the media, both news, and entertainment, perform a key 

role in reinforcing and affirming dominant gendered norms, in addition to that, the ways in 

which women are characterized and represented in news media convey important messages to 

the viewing, listening, and reading societies about the role and place of the woman in the 

communities around the world. 

 

Women are mostly framed in a manner within the news as the victim or the fragile submissive 

entity in a story, which helps in propagating a certain idea or a role regarding women in our 

society.  

 

As stated by Byerly and Ross (2008), one of the most recurrent frames of women in news 

discourse is the victim image, and the media’s appeal with the delicate and fragile female form 

and her susceptibility to violation possibly allows a little further scrutiny, since it says something 

very influential about women’s work and women’s role in society. 

 

One of the suppressed minority groups that are misrepresented by the media are Muslims, 

especially Muslim women. Women of the Islamic faith are often represented as the susceptible 

submissive victim that fall under the threat of the patriarchally lead society, consequently 

requiring the help of the West.  

As stated by Sadar (2014) taking advantage of the stationary colonial image, is the one of a 

Muslim woman being a passive victim without work who is being constantly threatened by a 

patriarchal regime and a male oppressor, therefore dependently waiting to be saved by the West. 
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Italy and Islam 

As observed by Mocetti and Porello (2010), Italy is located at the intersection of the main 

international immigration flows that have involved Europe in the current decades, while also 

immigrants lean towards being more concentrated in areas close to the port of entry they use to 

enter Italy.  Thus, Italy is a hub for immigrants who are trying to reach Europe for many 

reasons, which can cause the European media to misrepresent fragments of the societies.  

Hence, with the immigration flow passing through Italy, it was only bound to happen that the 

Islamic community increased by time in the southern European country. According to Burdett 

(2013), initiating from the migratory flows from numerous countries over the last decades, 

Italy’s increasing Muslim population, by most estimations, amounts around 1.3 million, and its 

presence is apparent at every level within Italian society. 

As observed by Niessen and Huddleston (2010a, as cited Gemi et al, 2013), the European 

societies are multicultural and ethnically diverse because of immigration, however, the ethnic 

diversity and cultural variety of European societies are not properly reflected in the European 

media, neither is the portrayal nor representation of immigrants in the conventional media  

In addition to that, while media often reflects a society’s norms and traditions it can often lead 

to a series of stereotypical notion propagation regarding a certain group or ideology.  

As stated by Allievi (2003a, as cited in, Burdett, 2013), the media is often to blame when seeking 

out representatives of the Islamic community who adopt and live by to a certain stereotype; the 

predisposition to make subjective associations is accompanied by the frequent failure on the 

part of the media to make proper differentiations between types of Muslim dress where it  

mistakenly defines, for example, the hijab or headscarf as a chador or supposing that any form 

of visibly Muslim style of dress is essentially a statement of a radicalized character. 

Study Aim and Research Questions 

The aim of this study is to understand the representations that Muslim women are subjected to 

by news media, especially in online articles on Italian news websites, through the Critical 

Discourse Analysis (CDA) the study strived to comprehend how are Muslim women represented 

in Italy’s nonpartisan- liberal newspapers.  

The three liberal-nonpartisan newspapers are La Repubblica, Il Corriere Della Sera and La 

Stampa, were two pre-established themes are analyzed; the burkini ban debate in Italy and the 
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Muslim women in the Italian society. Six articles are analyzed both textually and visually using 

the tools of CDA. 

 In addition to that, the following are the research questions that the study answered;  

I. Are Muslim women framed negatively in Italy’s nonpartisan- liberal newspapers? 

a. How are Muslim women negatively framed in the Italian non-partisan liberal 

newspapers? 

II. How are Muslim women stereotyped in Italy’s nonpartisan- liberal newspapers? 

Background and a brief History of Italian Newspapers 

Il Corriere Della Sera 

According to Carioti (2011) in an article that commemorated the 135 years of the newspaper’s 

birth in Milan by Eugenio Torelli Viollier, Il Corriere is Italy’s most circulated daily newspaper. 

As stated by BBC Monitoring (2006) the newspaper is famed for being a center non-partisan 

newspaper, however, during the years where Silvio Berlusconi’s government led the country, the 

newspaper shifted its political inclination towards center-left to oppose the decisions made by 

Berlusconi. The newspaper’s current director Luciano Fontana.  

La Repubblica  

As observed by BBC Monotiring (2006) La Repubblica was started in Rome in 1976. The 

newspaper is owned by Gruppo Editoriale L'Espresso, where its political inclination according to 

BBC Monitoring (2006) on the Italian press is center-left. The newspaper’s director is Mario 

Calabresi.  

La Stampa 

La Stampa is the third most circulated newspaper in Italy, where according to Mauro (2017) the 

newspaper was born in 1867 in Turin. According to BBC Monotring (2006), the newspaper is 

centrist in its political inclination. The newspaper’s current director is Maurizio Molinari.  

Statistics and Circulation 

According to a report curated by Curiale et al (2016) which was published by the Associazione 

Stampatori Italiana Giornali (Italian Association of Italian Printed Newspapers), it stated that 
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the most circulated daily newspapers in the years 2014-2015 were Il Corriere Della Sera, La 

Repubblica and La Stampa, where Il Corriere Della Sera had a printed medium index of 307.579 

copies daily in 2015 and 335.365 copies in the year 2014, while the digital circulation index for Il 

Corriere Della Sera stated that newspaper amounted 81.707 copies in the year 2015 and 88.097 

copies in the year 2014.  

While in the report Curiale et al (2016) observed that La Repubblica had a medium of 275.268 

copies daily in 2015 which contrasted the daily medium of 2014 which came to 305.627 copies, 

while on the other hand, the digital circulation index for La Repubblica, the newspaper had 

60.106 copies for the year 2015 and 65.817 for the year 2014. 

In addition to that, Curiale et al (2016) stated in their report for the Italian Association of Italian 

Printed Newspapers, that La Stampa had a medium of 183.648 copies in printed daily 

newspapers in the year of 2015, while it had a medium of 202.890 copies in printed daily 

newspapers in the year 2014. Moreover, the digital circulation for La Stampa, the newspaper 

had 30.464 copies for the year 2015 and 20.471 copies for the year 2014.  

Previous Research 

Understanding Muslim Women in the Eyes of the Media 

The following studies are divided based on the methods that previous research papers have 

selected as their analytical tool.  

The first category will demonstrate studies that had Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a 

method to analyze the media representation of Muslim women in the Western news. 

Firstly, per the study performed by Kassam (2008) where it examined the media coverage of 

Muslim women. The study had both discourse analysis and critical discourse analysis to 

examine the selected articles, images, and headlines in which Muslim women were portrayed 

during the debates by Ontario’s government, in which Sharia laws were being considered for 

introduction within the province during the period from 12th of August 2005 till 12th of 

September 2005. Kassam (2008) noted that Muslim women were repeatedly portrayed as the 

‘other’ within the society with a focus on their religious attire to stress on their image as 

foreigners; while also Kassam (2008) observed that Muslim were presented as a standardized 

group that lacks any diversity or variance. Also, Kassam (2008) stated that Muslim women were 

often represented in the media as weak, submissive and incapable in the eyes of the society who 
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need support and transformation.  Lastly, Kassam (2008) concluded that mainstream media in 

Canada needs to remove traces of discrimination and stereotypes of Muslim women that fill the 

pages of their magazines and newspapers or else they might lose a fragment of the audience.  

Subsequently, as per the study conducted by Sadar (2014) where it focused on analyzing the 

media representation of Muslim women in the British online and printed media specifically in 

the BBC from 2001 till 2014. The study had CDA as an analytical tool to find repetitive racist 

rhetoric that was manifested through text and imagery, regarding Muslim women.  

Moreover, Sadar (2014) observed the many forms of media discourse that is presented in the 

several articles that were analyzed. Sadar (2014) noted that veiled Muslim women are often 

represented as the convenient ‘other’ while also painting them as a beautified part of society that 

are the victims of a patriarchal system. Also, Sadar (2014) stated that there is a dominant media 

discourse rooted within the messages whether, in the words used, images selected or the 

presentation of quotes that leaves room for a wide interpretation; such mechanisms, Sadar 

(2014) concluded that these types of representations and media discourses heighten the gap 

between both Islamic and Western norms and values, where it reinforces the marginalization of 

Muslims in Western societies, especially Muslim women., while also creating that notion of the 

‘faceless’ marginalized ‘others’ . 

Next, as per the research conducted by Al-Hejin (2015) that aimed to investigate how Muslim 

women are presented on the BBC news website within more than 3000 articles. The research 

had CDA as an analytical tool, explored the semantic macrostructures that are tended to be 

associated with Muslim women.  

In the study, Al-Hejin (2015) followed the theory of discourse where it supported the notion of 

context models, in which it clarified the realistic characteristics of discourse. Al-Hejin (2015) 

noted that news coverage ad reporting regarding Muslim women were mainly restricted 

regionally, moreover, Al-Hejin (2015) noted that searched keywords such as ‘war’ or ‘crime’ 

were primarily associated with Muslim women. Furthermore, Al-Hejin (2015) stated that 

journalists failed to have fair and well-balanced descriptions concerning Muslim women and 

particularly the ‘hijab’. Lastly Al- Hejin (2015) concluded that Muslim women were frequently 

requested to clarify the concept of ‘hijab’ to the BBC audience and readers, however those were 

very rare instances; while also Al-Hejin (2015) concluded that many BBC articles have displayed 

a strange pattern in mentioning the ‘hijab’ in contexts that are unrelated to the topic, as well as 

framing the Islamic headscarf in the articles as a symbol of ‘extreme’ religious belief.  
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Next, are the studies that have Content Analysis as a method to analyze the representation of 

Muslim women in Western news.  

Per the study conducted by Posetti (2008) where content analysis was used to determine how 

Australian ABC Radio current affairs programs such as AM, PM and The World Today to handle 

stories regarding Muslim women.  

In the study, Posetti (2008) used Edward Said’s theory of Orientalism. According to Said 

(1978a, as cited in, Posetti, 2008) the Muslim world and its people are considered retrograde, 

barbaric and outsiders to the Western society. As noted by Posetti (2008) the coverage of 

Muslim women (the hijab particularly) was well-balanced and impartial, however, there were 

clear areas of concerns. Posetti (2008) observed that there was a common tendency where 

Muslim men would be permitted to speak on behalf of Muslim women by certain news outlets to 

validate and propagate the stereotype of the oppressed image of the Muslim woman. Moreover, 

Posetti (2008) stated that while there was a national debate regarding the hijab ban in Australia, 

news outlets, and program editorials disregarded and excluded these reports thus contributing 

to an ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ rhetoric, while also reinforcing the image of Muslim women as ‘foreign’ and 

‘other’.  

An analysis conducted by Khan and Zahra (2015) where it focused on the way Muslim women 

are presented in the Western print media. The study had content analysis as a tool where it 

studied both Time and Newsweek magazines as their account of Western media. 

 In their findings, Khan and Zahra (2015) noted that both magazines have changed the tone and 

themes representing Muslim women where they were once portrayed as ‘oppressed’ and 

‘victimized’ while nowadays women are presented as ‘brave’ women who are struggling against 

the traditional Islamic patriarchal society. Moreover, Khan and Zahra (2015) observed that 

while Western media has changed its visible racist approach regarding Muslim women, yet there 

is a surge in practice of neo-racism where news publications practice racism through hidden 

text.  Hence, Khan and Zahra (2015) concluded that Times and Newsweek have done a splendid 

work to convey the evidence that Western media changed its choice of practicing racism, sexism 

and other forms of discrimination but it is following an updated version of racism, and that is 

hidden via text.   

Moreover, as per the study conducted by Dastgeer and Gade (2016) where their aim was to 

understand how and to what extent the changing roles of Muslim women in the Arab Spring 

were documented in still virtual images by two leading international media outlets such as CNN 
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and Al Jazeera. The study used content analysis as an analytical tool to understand how images 

both in CNN and Al Jazeera virtually frame Muslim women during the Arab spring. Also, in the 

study, Dastgeer and Gade (2016) review the framing theory in visual images, where Dastgeer 

and Gade (2016) believe that Muslims, especially Muslim women were framed in the media 

using several techniques of visual framing. As observed by Datsgeer and Gade (2016) regarding 

the reporting of news that had women in a public demonstration, both outlets would position 

women as a focal point to stress on the anomaly of such situation. Also, Datsgeer and Gade 

(2016) stated that CNN used the focal point technique more frequent than Al Jazeera as it fits 

their Western viewpoint narrative. However, Datsgeer and Gade (2016) noticed a wide shift in 

the portrayal of Muslim women within the Western media, yet it is important to consider that 

CNN cannot represent all Western media. Lastly, as concluded by Dastgeer and Gade (2016) the 

study compared news images from two different media and cultures in an important event such 

as the ‘Arab Spring’, as stated by Dastgeer and Gade (2016) it offered a subtle indication of how 

cultural values are apparent in visual frames and news coverage 

Meanwhile, as per the study conducted by Özcan (2015) where it compared the visual 

representation of the female Islamic headscarf in both secular and Islamic newspapers that were 

highly circulated in Turkey from the period August 2002 till August 2012. The study had content 

analysis as an analytical tool to understand the symbolic uses of the hijab while also shedding a 

light on how different newspapers in Turkey use such images.  

As noted by Özcan (2015) the number of women wearing the Islamic headscarf has increased 

noticeably during that period and has also noticed that it may have increased with the rise of 

AKP (Justice and Development) Party in Turkey. Also, Özcan (2015) observed that with the 

increase of women wearing hijab in both Islamic and secular newspapers, it has created the 

notion of the ideal image of the Turkish woman, that several other women feel unrepresented. 

In the conclusion, Özcan (2015) stated that with the rise of conservative authoritarian religious 

power, most secular newspapers are on the resistance by counter-fighting it with modernist 

narratives and correlate oppression to women living in other Muslim countries.  

The following studies used diverse types of analytical tools to study the representation of 

Muslim women in western news. The tools are, Acute Image Analysis, Meta-Analysis, Textual 

Analysis and Semi-Structured Interview.  

First, as per the research led by Watt (2013) which analyzed the dominant meanings and the 

frequency in which they are about Muslim women, where they are published in print news 
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media both nationally and globally but mainly in North America. In the study, Watt (2013) used 

a mix of analytical tools such as semiotics, psychoanalysis, discourse analysis and content 

analysis to understand how meanings produced via media images are co-related and attributed 

to the bodies of American Muslim women and importance of media literacy on images in print 

media. Also, in the research Watt (2013) reviews the Orientalism discourse, that views 

discourses manifested in the media that portrays the Orient as the ‘other’ and the entity that is 

‘inferior’ to the West. Watt (2013) observed that media literacy is a valuable tool of 

understanding and deciphering the potential underlying messages that are sent to the audience 

through selected images in newspapers or magazines.  

Subsequently, as stated in the study conducted by Navarro (2010) where it focused on the 

dominant representation of Muslim women in the Western media, in particularly the Spanish 

media. The study lead by Navarro (2010) analyzed previous studies in the field while also 

discussing the discourse of the Spanish media regarding the representation of Muslim women 

and the surge of Islamophobia within the media.  

 In the study, Navarro (2010) discussed the importance of the Orientalist discourse, while also 

stated that the audience has the tendency of appropriating media text and that the media does 

not create representation since it is part of an existing social hegemony. Navarro (2010) noted 

that the Western media inclines to construct and describe Muslim women in concepts of 

‘passiveness’ and ‘victimization’, while in a minor manner there are cases that Muslim women 

are portrayed as ‘liberated’ with their adopted Western values and clothes. Navarro (2010) also 

observed that in Western societies there is a widespread notion of Orientalist representations, 

where Muslim women are portrayed as ‘submissive’ and ‘victimized’ by the chauvinistic 

patriarchal society, that hinders a dialogue, the notion of coexistence and understanding of both 

religion and society which in return fuels the concept of Islamophobia. Next, Navarro (2010) 

noted that in her analysis that the most important discourse narrative that media is propagating 

is the image of the victimized and marginalized Muslim woman who is compliant to the 

authoritarian and dominant Muslim man. Lastly as stated by Navarro (2010) Islamophobia 

nowadays appear in other ways, where the media represent Muslim women as the ‘women’ of 

Muslim men, where they are not identified and often generalized, also Navarro (2010) believed 

that this type of phenomena does not only exist in the West, whereas in the West women who 

wear Islamic headscarves are criticized, but in the Orient, leaders of Muslim countries might 

have used pornography, prostitution and lack of respect for women as a method of criticism to 
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Western leaders; however both discourses used women as a ragdoll for their own personal 

geopolitical defense.  

Afterward, as per the study conducted by Özcan (2013) where the aim was to shed a light on the 

numerous and interchangeable ways that the media (German media specifically) has tackled the 

immigration issue while also understanding the approach of the German media representation 

relating to a different culture. The study through an acute analysis of images was designed to 

determine how immigrant Muslim women were portrayed within the time frame from 2011 till 

2014 in the noted German news magazine, Der Spiegel. Özcan (2013) analysis stated that mostly 

the visual representation of Muslim women in Der Spiegel whether is in print or online media 

had the subjects in back view, where the viewer does not see the faces of these women but just 

their backs.   

 

Also in the study Özcan (2013) based the analysis on the notion of visual stereotype, as observed 

by Özcan (2013) images takes place through the repeated use of partial visual framing methods 

in portraying different religious and cultural groups.  Moreover, Özcan (2013) argued that the 

compelling idea of choosing such images might carry complex meanings such as the desire of 

distancing, alienation, or incapability of integration within the German community. Also, Özcan 

(2013) suggested that images, where cultural differences are stressed within their context (such 

as a woman wearing bikini and another wearing an Islamic headscarf), represented differences 

and the incompatible lifestyles between the German community and the immigrant Muslim 

women, whereas images of Muslim women in Western garments and attires who are often 

photographed in outdoor settings symbolized ‘integration’ while those who are at home 

symbolized ‘tradition’ and ‘incapability of integration’ within the German community.  As 

concluded by Özcan (2013) visual messages within the media plays an important part in forming 

our knowledge and understanding regarding diverse cultures and religions, moreover, Özcan 

(2013) stated that the images constructed in the German media create a distance between 

Muslim migrants, particularly Muslim women and the greater part of the society.  

 

Consequently, a study conducted by Mishra (2007) analyzed the representation of Muslim 

women and men in the New York Times within the time frame September 11, 2001, till 

September 11, 2003.  Mishra (2007) conducted a textual analysis to the articles found to have 

Muslims as main subjects. The study’s aim was to determine whether the articles selected from 

the New York Times has themes of repeated representations that portray Muslim women and 

men in a certain way. 
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 In the study, Mishra (2007) reviewed the theory of Orientalism that was established by Edward 

Said. As noted by Mishra (2007) the New York Times portrayed Muslim women mainly as 

sufferers from the violent fanatic acts of Muslim men, where Mishra (2007) stated it serves to 

validate the Western interventions in Muslim societies to ‘save’ the women by fighting the ‘men’. 

Also, Mishra (2007) observed that the New York Times showed a redundant fixation with the 

Islamic veil and how within a Western context symbolizes religious conservatism, moreover 

Mishra (2007) deemed that the articles carry themes of Orientalist framing, where it portrayed 

the West as a dominant culture that has power over the Orient. In conclusion, Mishra (2007) 

emphasized that the representation of Muslim women mainly as victims of the oppressing 

patriarchal society that is led by Muslim men, which may justify the West’s intervention to the 

Muslim society to ‘save’ these women. Also, Mishra (2007) observed that The New York Times 

showed a fixation on the hijab and it correlated it to religious conservatism, in addition to that, 

Mishra (2007) detected the use of the Orientalist framing within many the articles by the New 

York Times. 

Lastly as per the study conducted by Hebbani and Wills (2012) where it's aimed is to give an 

opinion and a platform of expression about the Australian media representation of the 

hijab/burqa. The study has interviewed Muslim women who wore the hijab or the burqa to 

participate in a semi-structured interview to put across their opinion regarding the matter.  

 

In the study, Hebbani and Wills (2012) reviewed the co-cultural communication theory in which 

it emphasizes on the numerous verbal and nonverbal communication that muted groups such as 

Muslim women exchange their mute status within dominant cultures.  As noted, Hebbani and 

Wills (2012) of women had a negative impression on the media portrayals of Muslim women, 

where they stressed that most representations offered from the media were inaccurate, while 

Hebbani and Wills (2012) stated that hijab-wearing Muslim women were concerned that the 

media increasing confusion regarding the difference between the hijab and the burqa. However, 

Hebbani and Wills (2012) observed that a few participants praised the media for shifting its 

negative rhetoric into a positive one where it reports on Muslim women accomplishments. As 

concluded by Hebbani and Wills (2012), the findings showed that Muslim women value their 

cultural/religious identities while also willing to integrate within the Australian society, 

however, they distrust the media’s reporting on Muslim women as is it frames them negatively 

 

Western Media Interpretation of the Hijab Ban 
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The following studies focus on the western media representation regarding the hijab ban.  

 

In 2004, the French government decided to prohibit all religious attires that included all overtly 

religious dresses and symbols including the Islamic veil from public schools. 

 

   “The National Assembly voted by an overwhelming majority on Tuesday to ban 

Muslim headscarves and other religious symbols from public schools, a move that 

underscores the broad public support for the French secular ideal” ( Sciolino, 2004). 

 

After the passage of the law that bans all religious garments and signs, the media both 

nationally and internationally has reported on the issue, however, what can be noted is the 

constant themes and tones that a few news outlets might share.  

Per the study conducted by Friedman and Merle (2013) that focused on the national and 

transnational coverage of the hijab ban in France that happened from the period 2004 till 2010, 

the findings were astonishing.  

 

In the study, Freidman and Merle (2013) focused on the discourse of decentering tendencies of 

journalism that was first defined by Muhlmann (2008a, as cited in Freidman and Merle, 2013) 

where it argued that narratives done by journalists have a habit of manifesting common values 

and dominant perspectives, consequently creating for the audience an adequate gaze that adapts 

to the general customs of the ‘public’. In the United States, Freidman and Merle (2013) using 

CDA as an examining tool, found out that the hijab is co-related to themes such as ‘Islam’, 

‘Immigration’, ‘Patriarchy’ and ‘Religious Extremism’; whereas in France, Freidman and Merle 

(2013 noted that on the coverage of the matter the French press supported and stressed on the 

secular tradition of the country. In a nutshell, Freidman and Merle (2013) believed that 

journalists within these articles rarely tested or assessed the ‘us’ in the society, but they opted for 

support and emphasis on dominant views and privileged voices within our society. 

 

Moreover, as observed by Das and Shirvani (2013) in their study that used CDA as a tool to 

analyze the reporting of the New York Times regarding the hijab ban in France, it was 

discovered that there was mainly a widespread opinion regarding the hijab ban, one supporting 

the ban, however, there was also those who opposed it. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/by/elaine-sciolino
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 In the study, Das and Shirvani (2013) utilized Fairclough’s theory of recontextualization, where 

according to Fairclough (2003a, as cited in, Das and Shirvani, 2013) the process of 

recontextualization filters essentials of the social events as well as where some elements are 

omitted, incorporated, or given greater or less importance. As noted by Das and Shirvani (2013) 

opinionated articles that supported the ban cited the importance of abiding by the ‘secularity’ of 

France and respecting the Western values. While those who opposed, the ban were mainly 

opinions that some high profiled Muslim personalities were reportedly expressed. Concisely, 

Das and Shirvani (2013) revealed that the Muslim identity was not a homogenous concept 

within the Muslim community, while also the hijab was used as a symbol of resistance against 

the perceived threat of the secularism offered by the West, which in that case it conserves the 

vital Muslim identity.  

 

While the hijab ban in Europe has been deliberated on whether it should be banned or not just 

recently. In Canada, a Muslim girl was suspended for wearing a headscarf at school back in 

1995.  

     “In 1995, a girl was sent home from a public school for wearing a headscarf, and the rights 

commission said the ban violated her rights” (Peritz, 2009). 

Finally, a study conducted by Todd (1998) has examined the media reports on the school 

suspension of a Muslim girl wearing a hijab. The study had psychoanalysis as an analytical tool 

and its aim was to understand how media reports both in Anglophonic and Francophonic 

newspapers as tackled the issue. 

 In the study, Todd (1998) used the concept of stereotype where it is believed how acquired 

perception of stereotypes have a role in constituting who we think we are and what we think 

society.  As observed by Todd (1998) in the French-language press, the main issue of concern 

was about secularity and how hijab can be an imposing threat to the secularism that is practiced 

by many citizens in Quebec, while on the other hand, the English-language press questions the 

true meaning of hijab while also creating conversation that revolves around the personal rights 

of citizens especially the freedom of religious expression. Finally, Todd (1998) concluded the 

idea that texts and media are not purely striking or accurate, but are actions with meaning that 

have an influence upon one's understanding of self and community.  

Research Gap and Contribution  
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The studies presented in the literature review gave this study a factual and deep context where it 

furthered the research on the media representation of Muslim women within the Western 

media, Italian newspapers in specific. This study examines how the media represents the 

Muslim women in the Italian society, considering that Italy is the stepping shore for immigrants 

who are trying to reach Europe. Moreover, it was of utter importance to discern how the Italian 

media approaches this certain fragment of society.  

This study opts for understanding the frames and the stereotypes that Muslim women face 

within the Italian media. Also, the contribution to the field is based on the lack of analysis done 

regarding the representation of Muslim women in these current years in the Italian newspapers.  

Theoretical Frame and Concepts 

In this section, these theories have helped and guided the analysis regarding the representation 

of Muslim women in the Italian newspapers. The theories chosen are the theories of 

representation, framing, discourse and stereotype; and these theories and concepts were used as 

an outline to the findings of the study.    

Representation 

As argued by Hall (1997) representation is the production of meaning through language, where 

representation connects meaning and language to a culture. Hence, as explained by Hall (1997), 

representation gives meanings to things, where we make ‘sense of’ the world through the 

language in order to understand people and the society surrounding us. Moreover, Hall (1997) 

states that while representation can be achieved through language in the form of written and 

spoken methods, yet images in all its forms can carry representation notions that can convey 

meanings; in addition to that, facial expressions are also included in the non-verbal 

representation.  

 Hall (1997) states that representation happens through different approaches, such as 

reflectionist, constructionist and intentional; where with different approaches it can convey a 

meaning through the language used to a person.  

According to Hall (1997), the reflectionist approach is where the meaning is thought to lay in the 

object, individual and belief, while reflecting the true meaning as it already exists in the world. 

While intentional approach, hold accountable the speaker or the author as they impose meaning 

on the world through language in which words mean what the speaker or the author want to 
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mean. Whereas for the constructionist approach, it acknowledges that meaning is constructed 

through “representational systems such as concepts and signs” (Hall, 1997:31). 

In the analysis, the articles are studied to understand which type of representation do the 

chosen newspapers select to represent Muslim women and pinpoint what representation and 

reality are these newspapers using in the representation of women of Islamic faith. This theory 

was used to pinpoint how Italian newspapers represent Muslim women in a certain way and 

what were the methods of representation.  

Discourse  

As per Siapera (2010) representation is formed in and through discourse, discourse is known as 

language not only as a concrete system but as language use, as communication, both social and 

mediated; In other words, discourse is how ideologies and belief systems find their way into 

people’s consciousness.  

According to Pan and Kosicki (1993), framing analysis pays close attention on the usage and 

study of the political language, where the choice of language is not a trivial matter but they hold 

great power in setting the context for discussion, defining issues under consideration, gathering 

a variety of mental representations, and providing the basic tools to discuss the issues at hand.  

In this study, discourse is used to have a better understanding of the several ways that language 

can be used to highlight a certain frame and downplay other.  

Framing Theory 

According to, Entman (1993), media framing is the choice of specific pieces of an assumed 

reality and make these messages more striking and catchy, in a way that it boosts and reinforces 

the perception on a certain subject with the language or the images that were chosen.  

As stated by Scheufele and Tewksbury (2007), framing is based on the concept that issues in the 

media are considered by tools that can affect the manner of how certain issues are understood 

by the audience, while in some cases media framings presents rather intricate issues in a way 

that is both logical and handy to people to form an impression regarding an issue.  

Moreover, Entman (2007) observes that, media framing is formed in a way that forms and 

changes the audiences’ perception; where basically framing raises the importance of specific 

events and ideas to encourage the target audience how to think, feel and decide regarding an 

issue.  
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According to Cappella and Jamieson (1997a, as cited in De Vreese, 20015) to find a news frame, 

there are key features that a news frame should have, which are inclusion of theoretical and 

linguistic characteristics, while also having a representational legitimacy; hence the use of 

discourse and representation are essential components to have a legitimate study on a news 

frame. While Entman (1993) argues that framed texts contain lack of certain keywords, stock 

phrases, stereotyped images, source of information and structured sentences that provide for 

the reader/receiver to come up with a certain method of thinking or conclusions.  

In the study, the framing theory is used to have a deeper understanding of the frames that are 

used to portray Muslim women, where certain frames may be highlighted and other downplayed 

to fit into a specific agenda. In addition to that, this theory helped in answering RQI where it 

was vital to comprehend if Muslim women are framed negatively in the Italian nonpartisan-

liberal newspapers  

Theory of Stereotype 

As stated by Siapera (2010) stereotypes suggest groups and people with a vital measure of 

understanding themselves and others around them, where in other words, it shapes a part of 

people’s identities. Lippmann (1922a, as cited in, Siapera, 2010) attaches stereotypes to 

“culture” under the light of socialization, but in a revealing passage, also, Lippmann (1922a, as 

cited in, Siapera, 2010) makes an obvious connection between stereotypes as “pictures in our 

heads” with the descriptions more widely accessible in more than one channel.   

 

Moreover, Siapera (2010) observes that the mass-mediated images are far more significant in 

circulating stereotypes because they already provide images that we can then accumulate in our 

memories, and use it whenever needed. 

 

 In this study, the theory of stereotype provided an understanding of the methods that Italian 

newspapers can use generalized images and ideas regarding Muslim women within the Italian 

and Western society, while also answering RQII where it is essential to understand how are 

Muslim women stereotyped in the Italian newspapers. 

 

Method and Material 

This study focused on articles in Italian newspapers, that are heavily circulated in Italy, which 

are Il Corriere Della Sera, La Repubblica and La Stampa, hence, critical discourse analysis 
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(CDA) was the most appropriate tool for this study; in which text and images are analyzed, while 

determining the representation and the frames used to portray Muslim women. The type of the 

study was a qualitative analysis where representation and usage of language were studied.  

In addition to that, the research analyzed news articles within the  period from January till 

September 2016 where a keywords search was used for articles research such as; ‘Musulmana’ 

‘Musulmane’ ‘Donna’ and ‘Islam’ and other keywords that can help in gathering the articles. In 

the research, CDA was used to comprehend the lexical styles, semiotics, the language of 

representation, and other forms that these news outlets use to represent this fragment of 

society. 

Population and Selection Process 

Due to the qualitative nature of this study, the research analyzed Muslim women who are 

featured in the pre-established themes which are the burkini ban debate and the Muslim women 

in Italy.  

Through the usage of the search engine, Google, the articles were gathered according to specific 

keywords. Where for the articles that focused on the burkini ban debate in late August of 2016, 

the keywords ‘Donna’ ‘Musulmana’ ‘Burkini’ ‘Islam’ were used while filtering according to the 

newspapers chosen.  

While on the other hand, the articles where it focused on Muslim women in the Italian society 

used keywords such as ‘Donna’ ‘Musulmana’ ‘Islam’ ‘Cultura’ while also filtering to get results 

from the pre-chosen newspapers. Moreover, a timeframe was used in pursuance of getting 

articles within the period specified.   

Consequently, the articles collected were chosen based on the adaptability towards the pre-

established themes of the study which revolved around two main categories which were the 

debate regarding banning the burkini that took place in late August 2016 and the articles that 

feature Muslim women in Italian society.   

The first category were three news articles regarding one specific incident, where the Italian 

Northern League Party applied for a motion to ban the burkini in public places. While the 

second category was regarding three subjects who were Muslim women being featured 

(interviewed) by the newspapers regarding different topics.  
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The purpose of the selection of these specific two themes was to understand how are Muslim 

women represented through different styles of journalism; where in the first theme that focused 

on the burkini ban debate that occurred in August of 2016, revolved around the news related to 

Muslim women and their surroundings, so it was important to understand how these 

newspapers represented Muslim women in hard news type of articles. While on the other hand, 

in the second theme, Muslim women were given the opportunity to recount their reality through 

an in-depth feature story. Hence, the choice of these two themes was to understand how were 

Muslim women represented in both hard/straight news and feature stories, where in burkini 

ban theme they were not given the platform to have an opinion regarding an issue related to 

them, while for the Muslim women in the Italian society, they were telling their stories of 

integration from their own perspective.   

 

Critical Discourse Analysis 

In the study, CDA is used as an analytical tool to undercover the language used to represent 

Muslim women, while also grasping the idea of how newspapers and journalists use discourse 

and its related themes as a form of dominance on a certain fragment of society.  

As noted by Machin and Mayr (2012) CDA comprises of the study of words and grammar in 

texts so to uncover the importance of discourse(s) and ideologies; while also understanding the 

text’s linguistic structure purposes which may be either highlighted or downplayed.  

Moreover, as stated by Weiss and Wodak (2007) CDA is an approach where all the notions of 

ideology, power, hierarchy, gender, and sociological variables are relevant in the deciphering 

and understanding of a text. Also, CDA takes an interest in analyzing the structure of language 

and its relationship with dominance, power, discrimination and control that is manifested in it; 

which in other words, CDA aims to investigate critically social inequality and other themes as it 

is expressed by language or discourse.  

In addition to that, Machin and Mayr (2012) believe that language in relation to power and 

ideology is not only a vehicle of communication or persuasion but also a method of social 

construction and dominance, moreover, discourse does not simply replicate social processes and 

structure but is itself seen to add to the production and imitation of these processes and 

structures.  
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Lastly, as noted by Carvalho (2008) CDA is a tool that explores the chances of distinctive 

features and scopes in a society that may be hidden by the usage of language, yet it is rejected by 

scholars as it may create a flawed subjective analysis, yet CDA has a deep explanatory analysis 

rather than individualistic as it does not reduce or weaken the role of the theoretical and 

analytical proof within the study.  

Analytical Tools 

With the selection of CDA as an approach to studying the Italian newspapers from the main 

tools to be used from the qualitative analytical approach would be the instruments regarding 

representation of people. 

According to Machin and Mayr (2012) in language there is no neutral way to represent people, 

thus with the help of the tools presented it detected how Muslim women are represented in the 

Italian news.  

The tools used for analyzing the text within the articles were objectivation, suppression, 

pronouns vs nouns, individualization, collectivization and overlexicalization; while for analyzing 

the visuals such as images within the articles, gaze and pose tools were studied.   

Objectivation 

According to Machin and Mayr (2012) objectivation are where participants are represented or 

reduced through a feature, this tool is used to detect the features Muslim women are reduced to, 

such as their veil or their choice of creed. In this study, this tool perceives the features that 

Italian newspapers use in order to represent Muslim women. 

Suppression 

Whereas for suppression is when text is missing or deducted which may be important 

(Fairclough, 2003a, as cited in, Machin and Mayr, 2012) what misses from a text is just as 

essential as what is in a text. According to Van Leeuwen (2008) suppression plays a part in 

decreasing the number of times specific social actors are overtly referred to or mentioned. 

Through the study, this tool detects the exclusion of Muslim women where they are framed 

through this usage of this tool as passive or the exclusion of other social actors that can aid in 

framing or stereotyping Muslim women as such.  
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Pronouns vs Nouns 

According to Machin and Mayr (2012), the usage of pronouns such as us and them makes the 

reader align or against an idea, where text producers suggest their own ideas in writings and 

create a collective ‘other’ that is opposite to the shared notion.  In the study, this tool is used to 

detect how Muslim women are portrayed as the ‘other’ or the ‘marginalized’ passive subjects.  

Individualization vs Collectivization 

According to Van Leeuwen (2008) individualization is realized by singularity where elements of 

identity with their counterparts in differentiated in language, whereas according to Machin and 

Mayr (2012) individualization are used on subjects to be more specified and to humanize them; 

on the other hand, collectivization is used to group subjects of shared cultural and physical 

attributes where they are referred to as plural but not statistics.  

In the study, it is essential to determine whether Muslim women are considered as individuals 

where they are represented as just themselves or they are homogenized and grouped together.  

Overlexicalization  

According to Machin and Mayr (2012) overlexicalization is a tool where it gives to the reader a 

sense of over-persuasion and is normally an evidence that something has a problematic nature 

or of ideological dispute.  

In this study, it is of importance to understand how Muslim women are represented and how 

they may be over-described to fit a certain narrative. 

Gaze and Pose 

According to Machin and Mayr (2012), in the analysis of images gaze is an important part where 

it guides the reader how to evaluate a subject even if it is not bluntly stated; Moreover, pose is 

important as well as it able to signify broad values, ideas and identities in images, where the 

reader perceives the ideas, values and behaviors of a subject.  

Distance and Setting 

According to Machin and Mayr (2012) visual settings are used to communicate general ideas to 

the viewer that belongs to the values, identities and actions of the subject. Whereas, for distance, 

it signifies social relations, where certain distances can set an imaginary relationship between 

the viewer and the subject.  
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 In the study, images in the articles are analyzed according to gaze, pose, distance and setting 

where it helped in clarifying any usage of stereotype.  

The tools concerning the text were used according to the nature of the lexical style of the 

language used within the article where they were utilized to unmask and detect the usage of the 

linguistic method in framing Muslim women within the Italian newspapers.  Whereas the tools 

for the visual analysis were used to decipher how Muslim women are stereotyped.   

Application and Quality of Research 

First, the articles were gathered according to the pre-established themes and next the articles 

were translated from Italian to English. During the analysis of the articles, tools of CDA were 

used to determine the nature of the text and the images within the articles. Afterwards, previous 

research and theoretical concepts were applied to determine and to answer the research 

questions; while also fulfilling the study aim and comprehending the nature of representation 

that Muslim women are subjected to.  

However, a hindrance during the analysis process arose, which was the difference in the lexical 

meaning between the Italian and English text. Yet, with the usage of a former knowledge of both 

Italian and English language and the guidance of Italian speakers, the problem was solved.  

Moreover, there is the complication where two tools can be suitable for a certain text, however it 

is important to have a better understanding of the previous context and have a thorough 

analysis of the passage.  

The study is based on the works of previous research, yet it also furthered the analysis on this 

fragment of society that are often misrepresented by the media. Moreover, the study samples 

three articles per each theme, where the texts and the images were analyzed using the tools of 

CDA. The material gathered were enough for an analysis using CDA to ensue, according to 

Machin and Mayr (2012), CDA often involves the analysis of only a small number of texts, where 

only one or two texts can be analyzed, where they are selected according to the interest of the 

analyst that depended on certain criteria such as the usage of certain linguistic or grammatical 

choices.   

The study acted upon objectivity and complete reliance on previous research where the 

theoretical framework and literature review gave an opportunity for this study to consolidate its 

findings on concrete aspects.  
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Analysis and Result 

Burkini Ban Debate in Italy  

Visual Analysis: 

In the images presented in the three 

newspapers, they all carry a similar trait 

regarding the issue at hand, which is the 

burkini debate.  While the image used for La 

Repubblica and Il Corriere Della Sera is the 

same image however edited differently, they 

use the same concept of highlighting two 

culturally different women.  

In the image within La Repubblica and Il 

Corriere Della Sera article, the setting is at 

the beach where there are many subjects 

however only three persons are in focus. First, 

one of the subjects is a Muslim woman wearing 

a full-body covering burkini while she is 

caught by the camera lens bending down for 

an unspecified reason.  

Also, the image are of Muslim women 

photographed in a long shot distance next to 

women wearing a bikini or a one-piece 

swimming suit, which may give to the reader 

sense of loneliness and withdrawnness 

emanating from the Muslim woman. 

Next, the other subject is a woman who is wearing a bikini, is photographed carrying a child in 

her arms, both subjects are posed having their backs towards the camera lens.  In the image, 

there is an indication of a comparative theme, where the two women in focus are used to convey 

different messages. The woman clad in a burkini represents a religiously conservative other, 

which is highly contrasted next to the woman wearing a bikini that might represent the western 

principles, which in this picture there is the highlight of cultural difference.   

Figure 1: Source: AFP: Image used in Il Corriere Della Sera and La 
Repubblica 

Figure 2: Source: AP: Image used in La Stampa 
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Moreover, the gaze in the picture, the Muslim woman is photographed not smiling while her in 

the pose, her body is bending in mid-motion, which may convey to the viewer a feeling of social 

distance and undesired attention, while on the other hand, the woman wearing a bikini is posed 

holding a child, which may convey to the reader a sense of gentleness and motherhood, where it 

increases the contrast between the two adult subjects.  

While the image in La Stampa, the pose of the Muslim woman wearing the burkini and has her 

back towards the reader while next to her there is a woman standing next to her wearing a one 

piece revealing swimming suit.  While also the setting of the image her is the beach, where the 

Muslim woman is surrounded by beach-goers, where the photographer intended to stress on the 

difference between such setting and the attire of the woman.  Moreover, the distance of the 

subject here is medium-shot and the gaze of the woman is unclear, yet it may give an 

opportunity to the reader to see the perspective of the Muslim woman and her surroundings.  

In these three images, the journalists of the articles have intended to stress on a certain issue, 

which is the cultural difference between both women, where a woman representing the liberal 

western ideology is contrasted next to a woman who represents the retrograding oriental 

conservative ideology where it oppresses women. In these images, both women from different 

societies are not treated as entities but as social categories that are serving as notches of 

comparison.  

From these images, Muslim women visually are framed in a manner that conveys to the viewer 

that they are unable to adapt to the western norms and culture that sets a stereotype of 

inadaptability and rigid religious beliefs.  

According to Özcan (2013) where the study analyzed the visual framing of Muslim women, the 

meaning of image is anchored in conflict and the concept of parallel societies which are 

insulated from one another. The visuals are framed in such a way that the terms of a much 

larger debate are reduced to two contrasting stereotypical images of women, at the same time 

rendering the female body a contentious site of cultural difference. 
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Textual Analysis: 

La Repubblica: 

Title Analysis: 

While in the textual analysis of the articles, first is the article published in La Repubblica titled 

“Burniki, North League also wants the ban in Lombardy”.  

In the word structure used by the author of the article, it indicates that the North League party 

wants to imitate or replicate the ban that has been done somewhere else which can be 

understood from the usage of the word ‘also, which conveys to the reader that there is a growing 

sensitivity towards the burkini where other western countries has banned this ‘opressive’ attire.  

Moreover, there is a suggestion of a suppression within the title as it does not indicate who is the 

predecessor of the banning of the burkini attire law in Italy or in Europe, which may allude to 

the reader that there is a vast support in other regions other than Lombardy as well.  

      “After the no burqa in the hospitals, there comes the counselor Fabio Rolfi's motion for a 

boost of measures throughout the region which follows in the footsteps of France. Abdel Qader 

(Democratic Party): ‘Stop telling women what they have to do or not have to do’” 

In the lead, the author of the article, briefly summarizes the content of the article, yet what can 

be noticeable is the usage of quotations in the section where the author highlights the words of 

Democratic Party member Sumaya Abdel Qader’s Facebook post while the author may not have 

quoted a particular verb but the quotation of the words of Democratic Party member Abdel 

Qader highlights and may send the message to readers that the Muslim party member is self-

defending herself and other Muslim women against an attack on their freedom of expressing 

one’s religion.   

Next, the author of the journalist used objectivation where instead of describing the women or 

naming them who wore the burkini they were merely described as ‘Islamic women’ which in this 

case the author highlights features of the women in this case, the religion of these women 

instead of the women themselves.  
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Article Analysis: 

Within the article in La Repubblica, there are indications of usage of a certain method in 

representing Muslim women, and that is suppression, where the article does not mention 

Muslim women per say yet they are the main actors in the article.  

Throughout the article, Muslim women are not mentioned yet they are discussed upon, 

however, the article includes the opposing opinion of democratic party member Sumaya Abdel 

Qader, to create a fair balanced article.  

    “In a swimming pool in Lodi, there was a spat between swimmers of a pool and a woman 

who was bathing”  

However, the author of the article used collectivization as a tool as well in this article where it 

was mentioned that there was a ‘spat between the attendees of a swimming pool and a woman 

who was using the pool’, where author of the article grouped the swimmers of the local pool, 

while using individualization on the woman, with this method the author of the article grouped 

the swimmers for their cultural attributes, assuming that they are non-Muslim Italians, while 

the woman was individualized for her identity attribute which was the fact that she was wearing 

a burkini.   

   “In favor of the Burkini, there is the municipal councilor Sumaya Abdel Qader, who joined 

the last elections at Palazzo Marino, in the Democratic party lists. Sumaya wears the Islamic 

veil, hijab, as a symbol of religious identity. She is the author of a campaign to promote 

women's rights, against sexual discrimination and against prejudices in Islam and beyond”  

In addition to that, the journalist of the article used objectivation as a tool to represent 

Democratic party member Sumaya Abdel Qader where her veil was mentioned as a feature to 

describe her, while the author of the article included marginal volunteering efforts that Abdel 

Qader might be pursuing, yet the article described the politician’s hijab and the motive behind 

her wearing it.  

In the article, Muslim women are framed as passive and a standardized homogenized group who 

are mainly framed as the unresponsive followers of a religion. In this article, they are either 

concealed or not mentioned, which allows for the stereotypical image of the passive Muslim 

woman to propagate.   
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According to Kassam (2008), Muslim were presented as a standardized group that lacks any 

diversity or variance. Also, Muslim women were often represented in the media as weak, 

submissive and incapable in the eyes of the society who need support and transformation.   

Moreover, the objectivation of the democratic party member Sumaya Abdel Qader with her 

religious attire and mentioning it before her career attributes, frames her into just an average 

Muslim woman. 

Il Corriere Della Sera 

Title Analysis: 

In Il Corriere Della Sera, the article titled “The Northern League party: 'Ready the motion 

in the region for the prohibition of burkini in Lombardy”.  

 

The journalist in the article used suppression, where it does not indicate the name or the 

position of politician who is responsible for the motion, however, what may be not included in 

the title, can be of total importance to the reader hence attracting their attention.  

 

  “The text will be presented in September and will demand to ban Islamic costumes one by one 

in swimming pools, beaches and bathing locations”  

 

In the lead, the author of the article does not mention Muslim women even though the 

repercussions for such ban will affect them which may be suppression where the author does not 

mention Muslim women, while also just using their attire ‘costume islamico’ as a method to 

represent them in the lead. 

Article Analysis: 

 The article is mainly comprised of the citation of Northern League member Fabio Rolfi, where 

the politician regards the burkini as a threat and indication of oppression towards women, yet 

what it can be noticed is the lack of mentioning of Muslim women within the cited text or the 

article, which can be considered as suppression where Muslim women who are the main subject 

of this ban are ostracized from the article and not mentioned.  

In addition to that, with the inclusion of the speech done by Northern League member Fabio 

Rolfi, there are hints of stereotype regarding Islam, for example; 
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   “We have to fight this dangerous political ideology, that, with the excuse of the religion, 

theorizes the enslavement of the woman, these ideas cannot have a space of tolerance or 

acceptance in our territory’”  

In the text, Rolfi portrays Islam as a political ideology that enslaves women, which would 

propagate the rhetoric of the submissive weak Muslim woman who is the victim of a 

patriarchally-led religion. Moreover, in the text by Rolfi, the politician is quoted using the ‘us vs 

them’ language where the politician described Islam as a religion that has ideas that can’t be 

accepted in the Italian territory.   

While the article delivered, the news regarding motion from the Northern League to ban 

Burkini, however within the article, no opposing point of views were mentioned in contrary to 

La Repubblica, which neglects the opposing point of views.  

In this article by Il Corriere Della Sera, Muslim women were suppressed and not given a 

platform to contradict an issue that was related to them, they were once more framed negatively 

where it spreads the stereotype of passivity and victimization.   

According to Navarro (2010) another strategy of accentuating the stereotype of Muslim women 

as passive or submissive is that whenever there is an issue related to Muslim women is being 

discussed or reported, they are hardly given the chance to express their opinions, consequently, 

they are robbed of the chance to have access to this discourse, which confines them into the role 

of observers rather than participators.  

La Stampa 

Title Analysis: 

In La Stampa, the article titled “Again, conflicts on Burkini, No of Alfano regarding the ban: No 

provocations, In Italy there is the freedom of worship”. 

The title is mainly comprised of direct words from the Minister of Interior where his words are 

highlighted yet what catches the eye is the usage of ‘no provocations’ and the author does not 

make it clear to whom these bans may provoke as it may indicate to a suppression where the 

subjects of the burkini ban, moreover there is the sign of objectivation where Muslim women are 

not mentioned even though they are the subject of this ongoing burkini debate, yet they are 

reduced into a feature which is the burkini. 
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   “The Minister of Interior: Common sense is needed: Northen League Party on the attack. 

Salvini to the mayors: Prohibit it”  

In the lead, the author of the article, used an interesting technique of lexicality, where the North 

League senator Matteo Salvini was quoted saying ‘prohibit it’, where the burkini is suppressed 

and is replaced with ‘it’ which gives the impression to the reader that it is something 

unnecessary and dangerous.  

Article Analysis: 

  "No provocation on issues that do not invest in public order, realized as an ideological act, 

and which could appear as provocations that might attract violent reactions." Interior 

Minister Angelino Alfano explains Rtl's microphones of the Italian government's controversy 

over the French ban on burkini”  

 

In La Stampa, the news article took a different route, where it covered the disapprove of ex-

Minister of Interior Angelino Alfano, where he mentioned that he wouldn’t want to cause any 

provocations that do not invest in the public order, while it may not seem clear who would this 

type of ban would provoke, however, it indicates that with the subject at hand being the banning 

of the burkini, Alfano frets that it would provoke the Muslim community and thus subliminally 

propagate the notion that with such passage of law there will be harsh violent consequences 

from the Muslim community.  

   "Our compass has always been the common sense. We are rigorous, doing checks, arrests, 

and expulsions," says Alfano. Trying to bring the controversy over the swimsuit to "a practical 

fact". According to the Minister who wears it "does not violate the law, but I have much respect 

for the French, but so far Italy has been a safe country because the national community has 

never had any behaviors that led to a rejection crisis for Muslims” 

As noted in the speech by Minister Alfano, Muslim women are suppressed from the above-

quoted speech, they are only referenced to as ‘to those who wear it’. Moreover, the Minister in 

his statement created a division of two groups, where the Italian community is described as 

accepting and that it did not have a rejection crisis towards the Muslim community yet.  

   "It is a symbol of the arrogance of oppression and violence against women," says Il 

Carroccio (Northern League Party). The legislative leader of the Chamber of Deputies, 
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Massimiliano Fedriga defines the Viminale's proposal as "a yield, a folly: it means bending to 

fundamentalists, selling off our culture"  

Within the article, the Northen League describes the burkini as a symbol of oppression and 

violence, which in this case propagates the notion of the oppressed and victimized Muslim 

women who are subdued to Islam.  Moreover, the Chamber of Deputies member Fedriga slams 

the standpoint of Minster Alfano and objectified Muslim women with the usage of the word 

‘fundamentalist’ where they are described in his criticize by a feature which is their conservatism 

towards the western culture and norms. 

   “For Cor (Conservatives and Reformists Party) the real provocation is Alfano's choice not to 

forbid the burkini. Daniele Capezzone and Anna Cinzia Bonfrisco in particulararly explain 

that "France discovers at its own expense the mistakes of a prevalent thought in the European 

left. If we want to liberate, by law, immigrated women from the burqa who are the principal 

force for isolation of the Islamic radicalism of which they are the first victims” 

Finally, in the intervention by the Conservatives and Reformists party members Capezzone and 

Bonfrisco, they members portray Muslim women as subjects who are imprisoned or caged by 

the burqa, which the west and in this case Italy has the obligation to liberate for these Muslim 

women to solve Islamic radicalization. Moreover, Muslim women are collectivized in the excerpt 

above by having the power to defeat Islamic radicalization singlehandedly by undressing 

themselves from the burqa.  

The article presented by La Stampa gave a platform for two opposing ideas to be expressed, 

where the Minister of Interior gave a rejection towards the burkini ban, while on the other hand, 

the Conservatives and Reformists party disproved of the Minister’s position.  Yet, once again 

what it can be noticeable is the lack of Muslim women within this article to give an opinion or a 

direct perspective regarding their related issue. As previously stated by Navarro (2010) this type 

of news frame, reduces Muslim women into the absent and passive stereotype that need western 

aid.  

  “One of the portrayals of Muslims is the absence of Muslims in the media as speakers on 

issues of concern and their relative absence as experts, even on issues in which Muslims might 

be actively involved. Connected to this is the overuse of key organizations or public figures on 

all issues about Islam, even when those individuals/organizations do not necessarily have 

sufficient expertise on the issue in question” (Islamic Women’s Welfare Council of Victoria, 

2005a, as cited in Posetti, 2006).  
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Muslim Women in Italian Society 

The second part is the analysis of three articles that revolve around Muslim women being part of 

the Italian society and being featured in articles where they narrate their own accounts.  The 

first article is featured in the La 27esima Ora, a blog for women which is part of Il Corriere Della 

Sera that features a Muslim girl named Chaimaa. Next, is a feature in La Repubblicaa Torino, 

where its subject is fashion designer Hind. Lastly, is an article in La Stampa regarding Nadia, a 

leader of a young Muslim association in Italy. 

Visual Analysis 

The images presented in the three articles, they carry similar traits as well. The three subjects 

are photographed in a blurred background with the focuses 

on the three Muslim women smiling at the viewer.   

First is the image associated with the article published by La 

Repubblica Torino where it features fashion designer Hind. 

In contrast to the other images featured in the other two 

articles, yet the one is La Repubblica is small in proportion to 

the other images. The subject can be seen wearing sunglasses 

and smiling at the reader.  

Next, the image which accompanying the article in La 

27esima Ora is of the subject, Chaimaa, who is 

photographed smiling in a serene outdoor setting 

behind her, while wearing her hijab. The blurred 

background allows for the reader to concentrate more 

on the subject especially her choice of religious attire, 

while also establishing a connection with the reader 

through her gaze and smile. However, the pose of 

Chaimaa is not relaxed or casual as she is crossing her 

arms which can convey the feeling of caution and guard  

Meanwhile, in the image going with the article featured in La Stampa where it recounts the tale 

of a 24-year-old woman who got elected as the leader of a young Muslims association in Italy. 

Figure 1: Hind Lafram pictured in the article 
for La Repubblica 

Figure 2: Chaimaa Fatihi pictured in the article for Il Corriere 
Della Sera 
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The image of Nadia features her smiling up at the 

camera in a self-portraited mode and her setting being 

visible in what it may seem as an indoor environment.  

However, Nadia’s gaze is not centered and is looking on 

the corner of the picture, which gives the reader the 

opportunity of not feeling pressured to establish a 

connection ‘an imaginary relationship’ with her.  

In the images presented by the three newspapers, three 

Muslim women are framed in a normal outdoor setting 

which sends to the viewer of an integration of these three women and co-existence between 

tradition and modernity, where the focus here is the hijab of the three women.  

 

According to Özcan (2013), the choice of such images garner journalistic attention as it frames 

how Muslim women can combine both culture and modernity, while also suggesting that 

integration is possible, as these images give the impression that ‘confinement and tradition’ are 

Muslim women at home while integration are Muslim women outdoor. 

 

Textual Analysis 

Il Corriere Della Sera 

Title Analysis: 

In the article published in 27issima Ora, the female blog associated to Il Corriere Della Sera, the 

article is titled “Chaimaa, a prize for the Muslim student that is fighting again terrorism”. 

In the title above, the journalist used overlexicatlization to attract the reader’s attention 

regarding the accomplishments of the ‘Muslim’ and ‘Student’ who is fighting against ‘Terrorism’ 

which is portrayed in such a way that Chaimaa is solely fighting against terrorism, moreover the 

usage of both words ‘Muslim’ and ‘Terrorism’ in the same sentence reinforces the notion that 

both ideas are linked somehow.   

 

 

Figure 3: Nadia Bouzekri pictured in the article for La 
Stampa 
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Article Analysis: 

First, the article begins with an excerpt from the post that Chaimaa Fatihi, a young 22-year-old 

Muslim girl that addressed the horrifying events of Bataclan terroristic incident. Next, the 

journalist recounts the dynamics behind the post of Chaimaa.  

   “A tirade against evil. But above all, the refusal of a young muslim woman of seeing somone 

killing in her name”  

In the above excerpt from the article, the journalist used two features of Chaimaa which are 

‘woman and ‘muslim to represent Chaimaa in the text which can be considered as objectivation. 

While also being individualized for identity attributes that sets her apart from all the other 

Muslims.  

   “I feel like a daughter of the community”  

In this text, Chaimaa is quoted saying that she feels that she is part of the community which 

gives an insight to the life of Muslim women where they are often excluded and marginalized in 

the Italian society, however Chaimaa who lived most her life in Italy expresses her sense of 

belonging towards her community and in fact used the word ‘daughter’ to convey the level of 

familiarity that she feels within the society.  

   “An acknowledgement, that ‘wants to send a strong message on the feminine role in the 

construction of a dialogue with the Islamic world and the refusal of terrorism’, explains 

Donatella Cinelli Colombini, president of the jury”  

The prize in which Chaimaa was awarded for was a recognition of the battle Chaimaa and other 

Muslim women partake in order to defeat ISIS, however it used collectivization as mean to 

group all women together and it is an unrealistic notion to think that Muslim women in Western 

countries have the forced obligation to fight a terroristic entity such as Isis.  

   “’On the other hand, women are subjects of oppression and discrimination from the same 

society and powers that should protect them’ Results, decisions that must be taken with total 

liberty, like wearing the veil or not ‘they are instrumentalized, either from those who want 

total submission of women in the name of a presumed morality or on the contrary, who 

assume they have the right to tell what should we do with our bodies’”  

In the passage above, Chaimaa is quoted explaining that Muslim women are still oppression and 

‘discriminated from the society and the powers who should look after them, here suppression 
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since it does not mention which society or power has the obligation to help Muslim women, it 

befalls either on the western society or Islam; which propagates the notion of a helpless and 

subdued Muslim woman who need an entity to protect them and look after them.  

Moreover, Chaimaa continues to explain that Muslim women are used as ragdolls to those who 

either want to subdue them or tell them what to do, in this case, it is not known who wants to 

suppress or control them which indicates to the usage of suppression once again.  

Muslim women are often framed as the oppressed weak individuals who are the victims of two 

philosophies, those who want to oppress her and those who want to liberate her. In the article 

where it focuses on the prize that Chaimaa has won regarding the letter that she wrote to Isis, 

Chaimaa is mainly individualized for her identity attributes, which humanizes her while on the 

other hand other Muslim women are collectivized where they are treated more like a 

homogenous group.   

In this article, the journalist has used the repetitive stereotype of Muslim women befalling as 

victims in the society. According to Khan and Zahra (2015) western media commonly criticizes 

Islam for this unequal and oppressive conduct towards women and the highly uneven 

distribution of power, wealth and authority between men and women, while also representing 

Muslim women use words like ‘victimized’, ‘oppressed‟, ‘covered‟, ‘veiled’ etc. 

La Repubblica  

Title Analysis: 

First, the textual analysis of the article published in a La Repubblica is titled “‘Hind, Muslim and 

Italian “I love fashion and I’ve made it”’.  

In the article, the journalist focused on two features of Hind which can be comprehended as 

objectivation which in that way can attract the attention of the reader, while in the quoted part, 

Hind is quoted expressing her love for fashion and how she has made it, it can’t be understood 

the obstacles or setbacks that Hind faced and that can be classified as suppression, where the 

journalist concealed the difficulty that Hind overcame, which gives the reader space to imagine 

and speculate.  

   “Ultimately, I realized wedding dresses and veil for sport, gym garments for us are never 

found”  
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Hind is quoted here answering the inquiry that reader might have had regarding the obstacles 

that she faced and overcame, which are the lack of garments for Muslim women.  Where the 

journalist has given the answer to the suppressed information within the subhead. 

Article Analysis: 

   “For me Turin, has ‘always’ been my city and I never perceive particular turinese habits 

because I think I have acquired them all naturally. In my daily life, I live serenely in an Italy 

that belongs to me and who I belong to”  

In the above passage, Hind is cited explaining that even though she was born in Morocco, yet 

she feels Italian as she has spent much of her life there, moreover she explains that she lives a 

serene life in Italy and she feels part of the Italian society. Hind highlights a problem that most 

of second generation and immigrants face in Italy which is being questioned on their sense of 

belonging regarding Italy. 

   “I am a muslim, Italian and I love fashion, however, it has to be in harmony with my 

personality. In Turin and in Italy it’s not easy to find attires that satisfy these characteristics. 

Many of my friends and I were always in search of long, large and light clothes for summer, 

but not transparent, that are colorful and fashion”  

Hind explains hardships that her and her other Muslim friends face obstacles with finding 

clothing, here aggregation was used a tool to quantify the number of Muslim friends that along 

with Hind couldn’t find the appropriate clothing which fits their religious requirements, which 

in this case alludes that a substantial number of Muslim women can’t find Islamic fashionable 

attire.  

Moreover, Hind’s opinion shows an insight to the lives of Muslim women and how it is difficult 

to assimilate with the Italian society yet following by the rules of Islam.   

   “Following a certain moral or a specific aesthetic taste does not mean being altered. In that 

way, I started to design and pack day and night clothes, hijab, maxi sweaters, shirts and even 

colored burkini. In short, attires addressed for muslim girls that love following fashion”  

In the above passage, Hind explains how following a belief or creed does not modify one’s 

personal preferences, here Hind used collectivization, where this type of endeavor that Hind is 

pursuing is for all Muslim girls who love fashion, where the cultural and physical attributes of 
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these Muslim girls has grouped together consequently might be interested in the clothing line of 

Hind.   

In this article, Hind was framed as the successful immigrant Muslim woman, who defeated all 

the odds to realize her dreams of creating fashionable attires for Muslim women. This type of 

frame uses a discourse that consist of “associating successful integration with the socio-

economic status achieved by immigrants and presenting this success, first and foremost, as the 

result of essentially personal motivations” (Navarro, 2010, p:105). 

However, the veil in the article is framed and used as an obstacle or a barrier between Muslim 

women and their fully integration towards society, as stated by Navarro (2010) media tends to 

represent the veil as the basic symbol of the marginalization of Muslim women but also not 

typically reflect its multidimensional character.  

La Stampa 

Title Analysis: 

In the article published in La Stampa where it features Nadia, the 24-year-old woman who got 

elected as a leader for the young Muslims in Italy association.  

  “Nadia, here is the woman elected as a leader for the young muslims”  

In this title, the journalist used collectivization where it grouped all young Muslims because of 

their religious background and their young age, Nadia here is individualized as well, as she is 

portrayed by an identity attribute of hers, which herself being a leader who is responsible for 

this big group of young Muslims. While also, the journalist also used overlexicalization where 

insead of mentioning her title as a ‘leader’ she mentioned also her gender where the author 

intends on emphasising on her gender and role. 

Article Analysis: 

   “Us, young muslims are like the Acli and the Scout. Religious persons but first, Italians busy 

in the social life”  

Nadia here explains that the young Italian Muslim association is like the Acli (Italian Christian 

Workers' Association) and the scouts, moreover in the above text Nadia is using the ‘us’ which 

conveys to the reader the sense of exclusion, where there is the ‘us’ the young Muslims and the 
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‘they’ the non-Muslim, which creates this notion where the reader gets to choose which position 

they could align with.  There is a us vs them rhetoric in this case.  

   “Nadia Bouezekri is the first woman to guide the association”  

Here, the journalist used individualization to describe the accomplishment of Nadia being the 

first woman to hold a position as the president of the association, which humanizes her in the 

eyes of the reader.  

   “At the assembly that elected her in Piacenza, the veiled girls were at one side, the boys at 

another, the feminine role in the Islamic world is often in the crosshairs” 

In the text, the journalist used collectivization to group together all the ‘veiled’ muslim girls, 

while also grouping together all the boys because of their gender which dehumanize them and 

they are treated as a sum of people and not human beings.   

   “Real equal opportunities are needed: I have friends who agreed on internships and then 

after being seen, they were refused an interview, after they saw them with the veil”  

Here Nadia is explaining that while Italy values equal opportunities for all its citizens however 

Muslim women are marginalized because of their religious attire, where their veil is an obstacle 

for them to acquire job openings. Today the readers, Here the veil of the Muslim women is 

portrayed as a hindrance which can create a sense of compassion towards these women who 

were refused an opportunity on the sole reason of their religious attire.  

   “She, single with passion for photography and Marrakech (city of the family), has clear 

ideas...”   

Here the journalist used objectivation where Nadia was reduced into features of her identity 

‘single’ ‘passion for photography’ while it does not represent Nadia as passive, on the other 

hand, it humanizes her and creates a relatable personality for the reader to have sympathy for 

Nadia.  

In this article, Nadia is an accomplished example of the integration of a Muslim woman, where 

she got elected as the president for the young Muslim in Italy association, the article treats 

Nadia as a success story and acclaims her achievement, yet within the article the stereotype of 

the oppressed and victimized Muslim woman is still mentioned, this type of stereotype can be 

classified as neo-racism, as it is not blatant form of derogatory discourse but a hidden text where 
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in this case, it acclaims Nadia but still mentioning the other oppressed Muslim women in the 

Islamic world, which reduces the role of many Muslim women around the world.  

  “…western media changed its array of practicing racism, sexism and discrimination but 

actually it is following neo-racism i.e. practicing racism through meanings hidden in text (Van 

Dijk, 1991a, as cited in Khan and Zahra, 2013, p:18). 

Results 

Burkini Ban Debate: 

Gathering from the articles analyzed, in the first theme that studied the different approaches of 

the chosen Italian newspapers regarding the burkini ban debate that occurred in Italy in late 

August 2016. From the visual analysis, the newspapers chose similar techniques to visually 

frame Muslim women, where they instilled and spread the stereotype of the cultural clash 

between the western woman and the Muslim woman. 

Moreover, in the textual analysis, in Il Corriere Della Sera and La Stampa, Muslim women were 

negatively framed using a discourse that suppressed them from the articles that concerned 

them; which based on that, the notion or the stereotype of the passive and voiceless Muslim 

woman is conveyed to the reader.   

Yet, La Repubblica has given a platform to the Democratic Party member Sumaya Abdel Qader 

to express criticism towards such motion, yet within the article, Abdel Qader was objectified for 

her veil before her career attributes being mentioned, which minimized her accomplishments 

and reduced her to her choice of religious attire.    

Muslim Women in Italian Society: 

The visual analysis of the three articles concerning Chaimaa, Hind and Nadia gave indication of 

them being visually framed, where the discourse was used as the established narrative of 

successful cases of the integration of culturally different women into the western society. 

From the analysis of the three articles that featured three different Muslim women in the Italian 

society, the women were mainly framed as successful cases of the ability of Muslim women to 

integrate within the Italian society, yet within the discourse other Muslim women were 

collectivized and were used as the stereotype idea of the Muslim woman who is oppressed and 

victimized. Moreover, from this study these newspapers followed similar techniques where it 
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represented the veil as a hindrance and an obstacle for Muslim women to fully integrate within 

the Italian society, where their religious attire was mentioned alongside their accomplishments. 

Concisely, the frames highlighted by the newspapers represents successful Muslim women as a 

positive ‘assimilated’ version, where their success is highlighted whereas also mentioning the 

hardships of other Muslim women in order to compare between the ‘positivity’ of integrating 

and assimilating into the western culture, and the ‘negativity’ of abiding by the oppressing and 

not adapting to the progressive western values.  

Representation and Answers 

Studying the discourse where frames and stereotypes were indeed apparent within the articles 

analyzed, it is of great indication that these newspapers used the constructionist approach to 

represent Muslim women, where cultural signs and the usage of language by the newspapers 

used abstract techniques to communicate certain meanings to reader regarding Muslim women, 

where they are mostly messages that Muslim women are victimized from multiple factors 

(religion and culture) or their success of shedding their oppressive environment and 

assimilating into the western culture.    

  “Constructivists do not deny the existence of the material world. However, it is not the 

material world which conveys meaning: it is the language system or whatever system we are 

using to represent our concepts. It is social actors who use the conceptual systems of their 

culture and the linguistic and other representational systems to construct meaning, to make 

the world meaningful and to communicate about that world meaningfully to others.” (Hall, 

1997, p. 25). 

RQ I: Are Muslim women framed negatively in Italy’s nonpartisan- liberal newspapers? 

a. How are Muslim women negatively framed in the Italian non-partisan liberal 

newspapers? 

Yes, indeed Muslim women are framed negatively in issues regarding the burkini, where they 

are visually and textually used as cultural subjects to further the rhetoric of the oppressed and 

victimized Muslim women. While on the other hand, Muslim women are individualized and 

celebrated for their accomplishments, however other unnamed Muslim women are 

homogenized with the frame of the passive and oppressed victim of a patriarchally-led religion. 

Muslim women are framed negatively and used as correctional comparative ‘tools’ for western 
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women, where they are used as pawns to compare both western women and non-western 

Muslim women in matters of conservativeness and freedom.  

RQ II. How are Muslim women stereotyped in Italy’s nonpartisan- liberal newspapers? 

Muslim women are stereotyped as the oppressed and the victims of a religion that unfairly treats 

them, while these stereotypes are slowly changing into celebrating accomplishments of 

progressive Muslim women who are integrating within the Italian society, yet there is an 

underlying obsession by the Italian newspapers regarding the veil of Muslim women, which it is 

used as a stereotypical rhetoric of hindrance towards their fully integration into the society.  

Moreover, Muslim women are suppressed from all the topics related to them to establish the 

stereotype of the voiceless woman, who has no ambition to integrate and assume the western 

culture. Also, the stereotype regarding Muslim women are their inability to assume the western 

culture and tradition where they are imprisoned by their male oppressors and their religious 

attire, such as the hijab.  

Conclusion  

Media being the tool of information and enlightenment to the masses represents social actors 

with different representational systems, yet is important for the media to represent diverse 

cultures and fragment of societies fairly; such as Muslim women. Often the target of media 

misrepresentations and frames are Muslim women where they are used as an established 

narrative to further a certain rhetoric. Media often use Muslim women as a correctional 

comparative tool for western women where they contrasted in matters such the levels of 

conservativeness and freedom, to assure western women that their rights and standard are 

protected and not like the ‘oppressed’ Muslim women.  

It is essential to give a concrete platform to Muslim women and correct the misrepresentations, 

where the can truly reflect their reality instead of being constructed by the words and images. 

Moreover, stereotypes of Muslim women can be avoided, by using a different discourse and 

approach to this fragment of society, where a fair usage of news frame used to represent them 

authentically.    

Lastly, it is important to change the overused rhetoric of the ‘oppressed’ and ‘victimized’ images 

of Muslim women, as an alternative they should be given the opportunity to discuss their own 

related issues without being objectified and suppressed as a result of their religious choices. 
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Appendix:  

Burkini Ban Debate: 

La Repubblica:  

Burkini, la Lega vuole il divieto anche in Lombardia 

Dopo il no al burqa negli ospedali arriva la mozione del consigliere Fabio Rolfi per 

un'inasprimento delle misure in tutta la regione sul modello della Francia. Abdel Qader (Pd): 

"Smettete di dire alle donne cosa devono o non devono fare" 

Non solo in Francia. Anche in Lombardia si discute del burkini, se sia lecito o meno che le donne 

islamiche indossino al mare o in piscina un burka realizzato con un tessuto tecnico ad essere 

utilizzato in mare o in piscina senza mostrare le forme. In una piscina di Lodi c'è stato un 

battibecco tra i bagnini di una piscina e una donna che stava facendo il bagno, appunto, con il 

burkini, mentre in Regione il consigliere leghista chiede, con una mozione, che venga vietato nei 

laghi e nelle piscine della Lombardia. Dopo le polemiche si fa viva con un post su Facebook 

Sumaya Abdel Qader, consigliera musulmana del Pd: "Smettetela di dire alle donne cosa devono 

o non devono fare" 

Dopo il divieto del burqa negli ospedali. La Lega Nord vuole, dunque, copiare la Francia, già 

Matteo Salvini ha postato un video su Facebook in cui chiede ai sindaci italiani di seguire 

"l'esempio dei francesi, perché è un simbolo di arroganza, di sopraffazione di violenza nei 

confronti delle donne". Va in questo senso anche la mozione che sarà presentata presto in 

Consiglio regionale della Lombardia da Fabio Rolfi. D'altra parte la Lombardia ha già adottato il 

divieto del burqa negli ospedali. Il testo, che sarà presentato a settembre, chiederà di 

condividere con Comuni, autorità di bacino e gestori dei parchi acquatici regole di accesso, 

prevedendo inoltre una corsia preferenziale di fruizione dei bandi regionali sul turismo per 

coloro che introdurranno il divieto del cosiddetto "burkini" nei propri regolamenti di accesso a 

piscine, spiagge e luoghi di balneazione. 

La consigliera del Pd: "Caccia alle streghe". A favore del burkini si schiera la consigliera 

comunale Sumaya Abdel Qader, entrata alle ultime elezioni a Palazzo Marino, nelle liste del Pd. 

Sumaya indossa il velo islamico, ijab, come simbolo di identità religiosa. Ed è autrice di una 

campagna a favore dei diritti delle donne, contro la discriminazione sessuale e contro i 

pregiudizi nell’Islam e fuori. "Non è ora - scrive su Facebook - di smetterla di dire alle donne 
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cosa fare o non fare? Non è ora di maturare una forma di rispetto e sensibilità verso le scelte 

altrui che non danneggiano alcuno? Non è ora di smettere di creare nemici? Stiamo lanciando 

una caccia alle streghe". 

Translation:  

The Italian League party wants the ban BURKINI also in Lombardy region. 

  

 After the no burqa in the hospitals, there comes the counselor Fabio Rolfi's motion for a boost 

of measures throughout the region which follows in the footsteps of France. Abdel Qader 

(Democratic Party): ‘Stop telling women what they have to do or not have to do’” (La 

Repubblica, 2016).  

 

Not just in France. Also in Lombardy there is a tough debate of the burkini, whether it is lawful 

or not that Islamic women wear the sea or the pool a burka made with a technical fabric to be 

used in the sea or in the swimming pool without showing the shapes. In a swimming pool in 

Lodi, there was a spat between swimmers of a pool and a woman who was bathing, while in the 

region the league councilor asked for a motion to be banned in the lakes and in the Lombardy 

swimming pools. After the controversy, there comes alive with a post on Facebook Sumaya 

Abdel Qader, Muslim counselor of the PD: "Stop telling women what they have to do or not have 

to do". 

 

The Pd party Counselor: "Witch Hunt". In favor of the Burkini, there is the municipal councilor 

Sumaya Abdel Qader, who joined the last elections at Palazzo Marino, in the Democratic party 

lists. Sumaya wears the Islamic veil, hijab, as a symbol of religious identity. She is the author of 

a campaign to promote women's rights, against sexual discrimination and against prejudices in 

Islam and beyond "It is not now - she writes on Facebook - to stop telling women what to do or 

not to do? It is not time to mature a form of respect and sensitivity to someone else's choices 

that do not harm anyone? Is it not time to stop creating enemies? We're launching a witch hunt. 

Il Corriere Della Sera:  

Lega: «Pronta mozione in Regione per vietare il burkini in Lombardia» 

Il testo sarà presentato in settembre e chiederà di vietare il costume islamico tutto d’un pezzo in 

piscine, spiagge e luoghi di balneazione 
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Dopo l’appello di Matteo Salvini ai sindaci di tutti i Comuni di mare perché vietino in spiaggia il 

burkini - il costume tutto d’un pezzo, che copre le gambe, le braccia e va solitamente abbinato 

anche al velo - la Lega Nord annuncia una mozione al Consiglio regionale della Lombardia nelle 

spiagge e nelle piscine della Regione, un po’ come già avvenuto con il divieto del burqa negli 

ospedali. Il testo, che sarà presentato a settembre, chiederà di condividere con Comuni, autorità 

di bacino e gestori dei parchi acquatici regole di accesso, prevedendo inoltre una corsia 

preferenziale di fruizione dei bandi regionali sul turismo per coloro che introdurranno il divieto 

del cosiddetto «burkini» nei propri regolamenti di accesso a piscine, spiagge e luoghi di 

balneazione. «In attesa che a Roma arrivino governanti dotati di maggiore senno e coraggio - ha 

spiegato il vicecapogruppo Fabio Rolfi - occorre agire a livello regionale in modo corale. Bisogna 

combattere questa pericolosa ideologia politica che, con la scusa della religione, teorizza 

l’asservimento della donna; queste idee non possono trovare nessuno spazio di tolleranza o 

accettazione sul nostro territorio». Dopo la Lega Nord, ma anche il gruppo Fratelli d’Italia in 

Regione Lombardia ha annunciato la presentazione di una mozione per chiedere alla giunta 

Maroni di vietare con una ordinanza «per motivi igienici» l’uso del burkini nelle piscine coperte 

e scoperte della Lombardia. La mozione, come spiegato in una nota del capogruppo di FdI 

Riccardo De Corato, sarà presentata «entro la prima seduta di consiglio i primi di settembre». 

Translation: 

The League party: The Northern League party: 'Ready the motion in the region for the 

prohibition of burkini in Lombardy 

 

The text will be presented in September and will demand to ban Islamic costumes one by one in 

swimming pools, beaches and bathing locations 

 

After the appeal of Matteo Salvini to the mayors of all the seaside municipalities to ban the 

burkini on the beach - the one-piece costume covering their legs, their arms and usually 

combined with the veil - the North League announces a Motions at the Regional Council of 

Lombardy in the beaches and in the pools of the Region, a bit like the burqa ban in hospitals. 

The text, which will be presented in September, will ask to share with the communes, basin 

authorities and water park operators access rules, including a preferential lane for the 

enjoyment of regional tourism bans for those who will introduce the ban on the so-called 

"burkini" In its access regulations to swimming pools, beaches and bathing places. "Waiting for 

Rome to get rulers with greater courage and courage," Fabio Rolfi, vice-president of the group, 
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said, "it is necessary to act in a choral manner regionally “We have to fight this dangerous 

political ideology, that, with the excuse of the religion, theorizes the enslavement of the woman, 

these ideas cannot have a space of tolerance or acceptance in our territory’" After the Northern 

League, but also the Fratelli d'Italia group in the Lombardy Region announced the 

announcement of a motion to ask the jury Maroni to ban by an order "for reasons of hygiene" 

the use of burkini in the indoor and outdoor pools of Lombardy. The motion, as explained in a 

note by FdI leader Riccardo De Corato, will be presented "within the first session of the council 

in early September”.  

 

La Stampa:  

 

 Ancora scontro sul burkini, no di Alfano al divieto: “Niente provocazioni, in Italia c’è libertà di 

culto” 

 

Il ministro dell’Interno: serve buon senso. Lega all’attacco. Salvini ai sindaci: “Proibitelo” 

Ancora scontri sul burkini, no di Alfano al divieto: "Non ci sono provocazioni, in Italia c'è la 

libertà di culto" 

 

"Nessuna provocazione su questioni che non investono nell'ordine pubblico, realizzate come atto 

ideologico e che potrebbero apparire come provocazioni che potrebbero attirare reazioni 

violente". Il ministro dell'Interno Angelino Alfano spiega i microfoni di Rtl della controversia del 

governo italiano sul divieto francese di burkini. 

 

"La nostra bussola è sempre stata il buon senso. Siamo rigorosi, facendo controlli, arresti e 

espulsioni", afferma Alfano. Che cerca di portare la controversia sul costume da bagno integrale 

a "un fatto pratico". Secondo il ministro che lo porta "non viola la legge, ma ho molto rispetto 

per il francese, ma finora l'Italia è stato un paese sicuro perché la comunità nazionale non ha 

mai avuto comportamenti che hanno portato a una crisi di rifiuto per i musulmani. " 

La cattura di posizione di Alfano ha scatenato una controversia estiva, ma è molto difficile nei 

toni. Il centro-destra, l'alleanza in testa, attacca da vari angoli, mentre Ap difende la "scelta della 

libertà" del Viminale che affida alla singola sensibilità femminile la scelta di presentarsi anche in 

una spiaggia ombreggiata e coperta di obbedienza al Regole dell'Islam. Per riassumere è 

Fabrizio Cicchitto: guardate Alfano a difendere la libertà di tutte le donne, rispettando le loro 

scelte. Sceglieranno tra il bikini e il burkini. L'attacco più duro alla non sanzione viene, e non 
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può essere altrimenti, da Matteo Salvini e dalla Lega, ma ci sono anche critiche da Fi e Cor. Il 

primo segretario di critica ("Alfano, incompetente, non difende le donne") e poi ha invitato tutti 

i sindaci delle città costiere a fare quello che è stato fatto in alcune città francesi in controversia, 

Uso del burkini. 

 

Ma questo non è sufficiente per Roberto Calderoli che nella sera annuncia una sorta di legge 

quadro sull'Islam in Italia, che tra l'altro ha lo scopo di vietare burqa e burkini (ma anche avere 

un elenco di imam, un registro delle moschee e il delitto di Sharia apologia). E in Lombardia ci 

sono alcuni che già chiedono - con un moto regionale - di escludere immediatamente l'uso di 

burkini nelle piscine. "È un simbolo dell'arroganza della violenza e della violenza contro le 

donne", afferma Carroccio. Il leader leghista della Massimiliano Fedriga House definisce la 

proposta del Viminale "una interpretazione, una follia: significa piegarsi ai fondamentalisti, 

privando la nostra cultura". 

 

Ma anche Fi, con diversi approcci attacca il ministro. "È molto pericoloso affermare che le 

nostre leggi devono essere fatte in considerazione del pericolo che i fanatici islamici 

offenderanno e ci attaccheranno", spiega Lucio Malan. "Guai," spiega il senatore, criticando 

Alfano, "per sottolineare che la minaccia di intimidazioni basta a farci cambiare leggi e 

abitudini. Ciò significa che i terroristi islamici hanno vinto la loro guerra, il cui obiettivo è, non 

meno o meno Meno la presentazione dell'Europa al loro pazzo regime teocratico ". Per Cor la 

vera provocazione è la scelta di Alfano a non proibire i burkini. Daniele Capezzone e Anna Cinzia 

Bonfrisco affermano che, in particolare, spiega: "La Francia scopre a proprie spese gli errori di 

un pensiero prevalente nella sinistra europea. Se vogliamo liberare, per forza di legge, le donne 

emigrate dal burqa Il motore principale per l'isolamento del radicalismo islamico di cui sono le 

prime vittime. 

 

Translation: 

 

Again, conflicts on Burkini, No of Alfano regarding the ban: No provocations, In Italy there is 

the freedom of worship’ 

 

The Minister of Interior: Common sense is needed: Northen League Party on the attack. Salvini 

to the mayors: Prohibit it. Still clashes with Burkini, no of Alfano's ban: "There are no 

provocations, in Italy there is freedom of worship" 
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"No provocation on issues that do not invest in public order, realized as an ideological act, and 

which could appear as provocations that might attract violent reactions." Interior Minister 

Angelino Alfano explains Rtl's microphones of the Italian government's controversy over the 

French ban on burkini”. 

 

"Our compass has always been the common sense. We are rigorous, doing checks, arrests, and 

expulsions," says Alfano. Trying to bring the controversy over the swimsuit to "a practical fact". 

According to the Minister who wears it "does not violate the law, but I have much respect for the 

French, but so far Italy has been a safe country because the national community has never had 

any behaviors that led to a rejection crisis for Muslims". 

 

Alfano's capture has triggered a summer controversy, but it is very difficult in tones. The center-

right, the alliance in the head, attacks from various angles, while Ap defends the "choice of 

freedom" of the Viminale, which entrusts to the individual feminine sensitivity the choice to 

appear even on a shady beach and covered with obedience to the Rules of the ' Islam. To sum up 

it is Fabrizio Cicchitto: look at Alfano to defend the freedom of all women, respecting their 

choices. I will choose between the bikini and the burkini. The hardest attack on non-sanction 

comes, and can not be otherwise, by Matteo Salvini and the League, but there are also criticisms 

from Fi and Cor. The first secretary of criticism ("Alfano, incompetent, does not defend 

women") and then invited all mayors of coastal cities to do what was done in some French cities 

in controversy, using the burkini. 

 

But this is not enough for Roberto Calderoli who in the evening announces a sort of framework 

law on Islam in Italy, which among other things is intended to ban burqa and burkini (but also 

have a list of imams, a register of mosques and The Sharia apology criminality). And in 

Lombardy there are some who already ask - with a regional motion - to immediately rule out the 

use of burkini in swimming pools. "It is a symbol of the arrogance of oppression and violence 

against women," says Il Carroccio (Northern League Party). The legislative leader of the 

Chamber of Deputies, Massimiliano Fedriga defines the Viminale's proposal as "a yield, a folly: 

it means bending to fundamentalists, selling off our culture." 

 

But also Fi, with several approaches attacking the minister. "It is very dangerous to say that our 

laws have to be taken into account in the danger that Islamic fanatics will offend and attack us," 
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explains Lucio Malan. "Woe," the senator explains, criticizing Alfano, "to point out that the 

threat of intimidation is enough to make us change laws and habits. This means that Islamic 

terrorists have won their war, whose goal is, no less or less Less than Presenting Europe to their 

crazy theocratic regime. For Cor (Conservatives and Reformists Party) the real provocation is 

Alfano's choice not to forbid the burkini. Daniele Capezzone and Anna Cinzia Bonfrisco in 

particulararly explain that "France discovers at its own expense the mistakes of a prevalent 

thought in the European left. If we want to liberate, by law, immigrated women from the burqa 

who are the principal force for isolation of the Islamic radicalism of which they are the first 

victims”. 

 

Muslim Women in the Italian Society: 

 

Il Corriere Della Sera: 

 

Chaimaa, un premio per la studentessa musulmana che lotta contro il terrorismo. 

 

«Maledetti terroristi, sono Chaimaa Fatihi, ho 22 anni, sono italiana musulmana ed europea. Vi 

scrivo perché possiate comprendere che non ci avrete mai, che non farete dell’Islam ciò che non 

è, non farete dell’Europa un luogo di massacri e non avrà efficacia il vostro progetto di terrore». 

Iniziava così il post di Chaimaa Fatihi scritto all’indomani dell’attacco di Isis del Bataclan il 13 

novembre 2015. Un’invettiva contro il male. Ma soprattutto il rifiuto di una giovane donna 

musulmana di vedere qualcuno uccidere in suo nome. Subito dopo l’attentato, le parole di 

Chaimaa furono riprese dai maggiori quotidiani italiani. Poi sono diventate un libro edito a 

maggio da Rizzoli, dal titolo «Non ci avrete mai. Lettera aperta di una musulmana italiana ai 

terroristi» che verrà presentato anche nelle scuole italiane. 

Classe 1993, nata in Marocco, dove ha vissuto fino all’età di sei anni, Chaimaa oggi è una 

studentessa di giurisprudenza all’Università di Modena e delegata nazionale dell’Associazione 

Giovani Musulmani d’Italia al Forum Nazionale Giovani. «Mi sento una figlia della comunità», 

racconta alla 27esima ora mentre è in viaggio verso Montalcino, in provincia di Siena, dove verrà 

insignita del Premio Casato Prime Donne. Un riconoscimento che «vuole mandare un messaggio 

forte sul ruolo delle femminile nella costruzione del dialogo con il mondo islamico e il rifiuto del 

terrorismo», come spiega Donatella Cinelli Colombini, presidente della giuria. Come le vincitrici 

delle passate edizioni del premio, tra cui l’astronauta Samantha Cristoforetti e la sindaca di 

Lampedusa Giusi Nicolini, anche Chaimaa ha scritto una dedica che rimarrà al Casato Prime 
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Donne di Montalcino, la prima cantina con un organico di sole donne, che recita: «A tutte le 

Donne del mondo, che sanno farsi forza e non mollano mai di fronte alle paure, ai pregiudizi, 

all’odio e alla violenza. Alle madri, alle figlie, alle sorelle, nonne e zie di ogni nazione, fede e 

pensiero, che non temono l’incontro, la condivisione e la reciproca solidarietà femminile che le 

caratterizza. Che le Donne possano essere la scintilla del cambiamento del nostro paese, 

continente, mondo». 

Tolleranza, pace e dialogo. Come molte ragazze della sua età Chaimaa sa bene quanto sia 

difficile vedere i propri diritti rispettati e come il terrorismo sappia fare leva sulla rabbia e la 

frustrazione di molti giovani che non si sentono accettati. «Per colpire Isis punta ai soggetti più 

vulnerabili. E questo comprende anche le donne e le ragazze, cui si tenta di imporre un codice di 

comportamento», sottolinea. «D’altro canto le donne sono ancora oggetto di oppressioni e 

discriminazioni da parte delle stesse società e poteri che dovrebbero proteggerle». Risultato, 

decisione che dovrebbero essere prese in totale libertà come indossare il velo o meno «vengono 

strumentalizzate sia da chi vuole la totale sottomissione delle donne in nome di una presunta 

moralità sia da chi, al contrario, si arroga il diritto di dire cosa dobbiamo fare con il nostro 

corpo», continua Chaimaa. La storia di Chaimaa parla dunque di un’integrazione che non passa 

dalla negazione della propria cultura d’origine. Ma non solo. Le sue parole svelano come 

l’alleanza con i musulmani europei di seconda e terza generazione possa diventare un’arma 

davvero potente contro il terrorismo. 

 

Translation: 

‘Chaimaa, a prize for the Muslim student that is fighting again terrorism’ 

 

Cursed terrorists, I am Chaimaa Fatihi, I am 22, I am Muslim and European. I write to you so 

that you can understand that you will never have, that you will not make Islam what is not, you 

will not make Europe a massacre and will not have the effect of your terror plan. " Thus began 

Chaimaa Fatihi's post written after the Bataclan Isis attack on November 13, 2015.  A tirade 

against evil. But above all, the refusal of a young muslim woman of seeing somone killing in her 

name. Immediately after the attack, Chaimaa's words were propagated by major Italian 

newspapers. Then it became a book published in May by Rizzoli, titled "You will never have it. 

Open Letter of an Italian Muslim to Terrorists ", which will also be presented in Italian schools. 

 

Class 1993, born in Morocco, where she lived until the age of six, Chaimaa is a law student at the 

University of Modena and a national delegate of the Young Musulman Association of Italy at the 
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Young National Forum. "I feel a community daughter," she tells at the 27th hour while she is on 

her way to Montalcino, in the province of Siena, where she will be awarded the Premio Casato 

Prime Donne Prize. An acknowledgement, that ‘wants to send a strong message on the feminine 

role in the construction of a dialogue with the Islamic world and the refusal of terrorism’, 

explains Donatella Cinelli Colombini, president of the jury, explains. Like the winners of past 

prize editions, including astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti and Lampedusa Giusi Nicolini, also 

Chaimaa wrote a dedication that will remain at Casato Prime Donne di Montalcino, the first 

cellar with a staff of only women who He says: "To all the women of the world, who know how to 

make themselves strong and never give up in the face of fears, prejudices, hatred and violence. 

To mothers, daughters, sisters, grandmothers and aunts of every nation, faith and thought, who 

do not fear the encounter, sharing, and the mutual solidarity that characterizes women. That 

Women may be the spark of the change of our country, continent, world. " 

 

Tolerance, peace and dialogue. Like many girls in her age, Chaimaa  knows how hard it is to see 

her respected rights and how terrorism can leverage the anger and frustration of many young 

people who feel unconvinced. "To strike Isis points to the most vulnerable. And this also 

includes women and girls who try to impose a code of conduct, "he points out. “On the other 

hand, women are subjects of oppression and discrimination from the same society and powers 

that should protect them’ Results, decisions that must be taken with total liberty, like wearing 

the veil or not ‘they are instrumentalized, either from those who want total submission of 

women in the name of a presumed morality or on the contrary, who assume they have the right 

to tell what should we do with our bodies’"Chaimaa continues. The story of Chaimaa, therefore, 

speaks of an integration that does not go from negating its own culture of origin. But not only. 

His words reveal how the alliance with second and third generation European Muslims could 

become a powerful weapon against terrorism. 

 

La Repubblica:  

Hind, musulmana e italiana: "Amo la moda e ce l'ho fatta" 

Ultimamente ho realizzato abiti da sposa e veli per lo sport: i capi da palestra per noi non si 

trovano mai. 

VENTITRÉ anni, nata a Casablanca, Hind Lafram è bella e determinata e aveva già intuito alle 

elementari cosa avrebbe voluto far da grande: le piaceva la moda e adesso è lei che la realizza. 

Da quanto tempo è torinese? 
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"Sono nata in Marocco ma a tre anni io e la mia famiglia ci siamo ricongiunti con mio padre che 

viveva qui. Abito in Italia da 20 anni, per me Torino è "da sempre" la mia città e non percepisco 

nessuna abitudine particolare torinese poiché penso di averle acquisite tutte naturalmente. 

Nella mia quotidianità vivo serena in un'Italia che mi appartiene e a cui appartengo. Qui ho 

frequentato dall'asilo alle superiori. Il primo anno mi ero iscritta a ragioneria, ma la mia 

passione è sempre stata la moda". 

E quindi cosa ha fatto? 

"Disegnavo continuamente abiti così ho deciso di cambiare e in seconda mi sono iscritta 

all'Istituto Zerboni dove mi sono diplomata in Moda e Confezione artigianale e industriale 

dell'abbigliamento femminile. Ma già in terza, ho creato una pagina Facebook iniziando a 

condividere le mie prime creazioni. Da quel momento sono cominciati ad arrivare i primi ordini 

da amiche e conoscenti". 

Qual è la particolarità dei suoi modelli? 

"Sono musulmana, italiana e mi piace la moda, che però dev'essere in armonia con la mia 

personalità. A Torino e in Italia non è facile trovare capi che soddisfino queste caratteristiche. Io 

e molte mie amiche eravamo sempre in cerca di abiti lunghi, larghi e leggeri per l'estate, ma non 

trasparenti, che fossero anche colorati e fashion. Seguire una certa morale e uno specifico gusto 

estetico non vuol dire mortificarsi. Così ho cominciato a disegnare e confezionare abiti da giorno 

e da sera, hijab, maxi felpe, maglie e persino burkini colorati. Insomma un abbigliamento rivolto 

alle ragazze musulmane che amano seguire la moda". 

E ora lavora in maniera continuativa? 

"Sono stata contattata da una società a Milano per collaborare a un progetto di alta 

 moda made in Italy per musulmane delle ultime generazioni nel mondo occidentale, e faccio la 

pendolare fra Torino e Milano. Sto anche lavorando al lancio di un mio marchio, faccio ricerca 

su design e tessuti: mi piacciono il jersey, il pizzo o la seta, le fantasie. Cerco di unire eleganza e 

praticità. Ultimamente ho realizzato abiti da sposa e veli per lo sport, che non hanno bisogno di 

essere spillati. Trovare capi da palestra per noi ragazze musulmane è quasi impossibile". 

Translation: 

Hind, Muslim and Italian “I love fashion and I’ve made it”’. 

Ultimately, I realized wedding dresses and veil for sport, gym garments for us are never found 

Thirty-three years, born in Casablanca, Hind Lafram is beautiful and determined and she 

already knew from her elementary school what she wanted to do: she liked fashion and now she 

is doing it. 

How long has Turin been? 

"I was born in Morocco but at three years my family and I have been reunited with my father 

living here. I've been in Italy for 20 years, for me Turin, has ‘always’ been my city and I never 
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perceive particular turinese habits because I think I have acquired them all naturally. In my 

daily life, I live serenely in an Italy that belongs to me and who I belong to. I belonged here from 

school to high school. The first year I was enrolled in law, but my passion has always been 

fashion ". 

So what did you do? 

"I was constantly drawing clothes so I decided to change and secondly, I joined the Zerboni 

Institute where I graduated in Fashion and Handcraft and Industrial Packaging of Women's 

Clothing. Thirdly, I created a Facebook page started to share my First creations. From that 

moment on, I started to get the first orders from friends and acquaintances. " 

What is the peculiarity of its models? 

“I am a muslim, Italian and I love fashion, however, it has to be in harmony with my personality. 

In Turin and in Italy it’s not easy to find attires that satisfy these characteristics. Many of my 

friends and I were always in search of long, large and light clothes for summer, but not 

transparent, that are colorful and fashion.  Following a certain moral or a specific aesthetic taste 

does not mean being altered. In that way, I started to design and pack day and night clothes, 

hijab, maxi sweaters, shirts and even colored burkini. In short, attires addressed for muslim 

girls that love following fashion”. " 

And now does it work continuously? 

"I was contacted by a company in Milan to collaborate on a high-profile project ‘fashion made in 

Italy for Muslims of the last generations in the western world’, and I commute between Turin 

and Milan. I'm also working on the launch of my own brand, I do research on design and fabric: 

I like jersey, lace or silk, fantasies. I try to combine elegance and practicality. Lately I have made 

bridal dresses and sports veils, which do not need to be worn out. Finding gym clothes for us 

Muslim girls is almost impossible. " 

La Stampa:  

Nadia, ecco la donna eletta leader dai giovani musulmani 

Studia Economia e ha 24 anni: “Noi siamo come scout e Acli” 

«Noi Giovani musulmani siamo come le Acli, gli Scout. Persone religiose ma prima di tutto 

italiani impegnati nella vita sociale»: Nadia Bouzekri, 24 anni, studentessa universitaria di 

management nata a Sesto San Giovanni da un impiegato e una casalinga di origini marocchine, è 

la nuova presidente dell’associazione che riunisce i fedeli islamici tra i 14 e i 33 anni. I Giovani 

musulmani d’Italia sono in espansione: oggi contano 1200 soci e 51 sedi a cui nei prossimi mesi 

se ne aggiungeranno altre venticinque.   

Nadia Bouzekri è la prima donna a guidare l’associazione. All’assemblea che l’ha eletta a 

Piacenza le ragazze velate erano da una parte, i maschi dall’altra; il ruolo femminile nel mondo 

islamico è spesso nel mirino: «Bisogna distinguere tra la religione e il retaggio culturale 

tradizionale - precisa Bouzekri -. L’Islam non limita la donna anzi la pone a un livello pari, se 
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non superiore per alcuni aspetti, a quello dell’uomo. Anche in Italia le donne guadagnano meno 

degli uomini: c’è ancora tanto da fare indipendentemente dal credo».  

IL «RECLUTAMENTO»   

L’associazione vuole crescere, è attivissima sui social, cura molto l’immagine e nel nuovo 

direttivo di Bouzekri c’è un consigliere incaricato del «reclutamento», cioè di avviare le nuove 

sedi, Mohamed Hamad. Come vi finanziate? «Ci sono le tessere dei soci, partecipiamo a bandi 

pubblici su particolari progetti e se necessario ci autotassiamo con l’aiuto delle famiglie. 

Finanziamenti esterni? Magari ne avessimo!» dice la neopresidente.  

Che cosa desidera un ragazzo musulmano oggi in Italia? «Vorremmo non dover sempre 

dimostrare di essere davvero italiani, non dover ribadire a ogni strage che siamo contro gli 

attentati, che quella non è la nostra fede - risponde Nadia -. Credevamo che l’equazione 

islamismo e terrorismo fosse superata, invece sentiamo tanta diffidenza verso di noi. Il velo o i 

simboli islamici sono collegati ad aggressività, violenza o estremismo: niente di più sbagliato».  

Bouzekri è nata in Italia ma ha ricevuto la cittadinanza solo alla maggiore età: «Quando ho 

aperto la lettera che mi chiedeva se sceglievo la nazionalità di questo Paese mi è venuto da 

sorridere perché io ero già profondamente italiana. Lo Stato deve fare un passo verso le seconde 

generazioni di immigrati. È assurdo che bambini nati qui debbano andare in questura per 

rinnovare il permesso di soggiorno».  

Eppure negli altri Paesi europei dove l’immigrazione è cominciata prima che in Italia non 

sembra che l’integrazione sia un problema di cittadinanza: «No, è vero non basta - concorda 

Bouzekri -. Servono pari opportunità reali: ho amiche che avevano concordato stage che poi si 

sono viste rifiutare al colloquio, quando le hanno viste con il velo. Il modello italiano, però, resta 

migliore di altri, qui non ci sono quartieri-ghetto. Ma lo Stato deve stringere un’intesa con 

l’Islam riconoscendo i luoghi di culto: così ci saranno spazi di preghiera trasparenti. La lezione 

belga e francese ci insegna che i terroristi non frequentano centri islamici, hanno una visione 

distorta della religione, costruita su Internet».  

Lei, single con la passione per la fotografia e per Marrakech (città della famiglia), ha le idee 

chiare: «Studio per la laurea magistrale a Reggio Emilia e in futuro mi vedo una manager. 

Desidero essere utile alla società. La politica? Mi interessa se è servizio alla comunità. Ma non di 

professione: voglio un’occupazione vera». 

Translation: 

 Nadia, here is the woman elected as a leader for the young muslims 

She studied Economics and is 24 years old: "We are like scouts and Acli" 

"Us, young muslims are like the Acli and the Scout. Religious persons but first, Italians, busy in 

the social life” ": Nadia Bouzekri, a 24-year-old university management student born in Sesto 

San Giovanni by an employee and a housewife of Moroccan origin, is the new president of the 

association that brings together Islamic faithful Between 14 and 33 years. Young Muslims in 
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Italy are expanding: today there are 1200 members and 51 seats, and in the next few months 

they will be joined by another twenty-five. 

Nadia Bouezekri is the first woman to guide the association. At the assembly that elected her in 

Piacenza, the veiled girls were at one side, the boys at another, the feminine role in the Islamic 

world is often in the crosshairs. "We must distinguish between religion and traditional cultural 

heritage," Bouzekri explains. Islam does not limit the woman, on the contrary, puts it at an 

equal, if not superior, in some respects, to that of man. Even in Italy women earn less than men: 

there is still much to do independently of the creed. " 

THE "RECRUITMENT" 

The association wants to grow, is very active on social issues, cares a lot about the image and in 

Bouzekri's new leadership there is a recruiting adviser, that is to start the new offices, Mohamed 

Hamad. How do you fund it? "There are the membership cards, we take part in public 

invitations on special projects and, if necessary, we use the family's help. External funding? 

Maybe if only we could! "Says the neo-president. 

What do you want a Muslim boy today in Italy? "We would not always have to prove that we are 

really Italian, not having to repeat every massacre that we are against the attacks, that this is not 

our faith," replied Nadia. We believed that the equation of Islamism and terrorism was 

overcome, but we feel so much distrust of us. The veil or Islamic symbols are linked to 

aggression, violence or extremism: nothing more wrong. " 

Bouzekri was born in Italy but received citizenship only at the age of majority: 

"When I opened the letter asking if I chose the nationality of this country I came to smile 

because I was already deeply Italian. The state must make a step towards the second generation 

of immigrants. It's absurd that children born here have to go to the police station to renew the 

residence permit. " 

Yet in other European countries where immigration has begun before Italy does not seem to 

integrate a problem of citizenship: "No, that's not enough," concludes Bouzekri. Real equal 

opportunities are needed: I have friends who agreed on internships and then after being seen, 

they were refused an interview, after they saw them with the veil. The Italian model, however, 

remains better than others, here there are no ghetto districts. But the state has to establish an 

understanding with Islam recognizing places of worship: so, there will be transparent prayer 

spaces. The Belgian and French lessons teach us that terrorists do not attend Islamic centers, 

they have a distorted view of religion built on the Internet. " 

 She, single with passion for photography and Marrakech (city of the family), has clear ideas. "I 

study for the master degree in Reggio Emilia and in the future, I see myself as a manager. I want 

to be useful to the community. Politics? I may do it, if it is community service. But not a 

profession: I want a real occupation. " 

 

 


